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a b s t r a c t
Membrane system computations proceed in a synchronous fashion: at each step all the
applicable rules are actually applied. Hence each step depends on the previous one. This
coarse view can be refined by looking at the dependencies among rule occurrences, by
recording, for an object in a membrane and at a certain stage of the computation, which
were the rules that produced it and subsequently (in a later step), which was the rule
that consumed it. By recording the rules that have contributed to produce an object we
can keep track of its history. Recording more than one rule for each object could be used
to consider as equivalent some of the past histories, from the point of view of future use
of this object. The other main ingredient in membrane system computations, namely the
simultaneity in the rule applications, is usually enforced at the level of observation. We
propose a way to look at it in a structural way. This is achieved using zero-safe nets that
allows to synchronize transitions, i.e., rule occurrences. Zero-safe nets can be unfolded into
causal nets in a classical way, and this unfolding can be manipulated to obtain a merged
netwhere some histories could be considered as equivalent. To these notions of unfoldings,
suitable event structures can be associated. The capability of capturing simultaneity of
zero-safe nets is then transferred to the level of event structures by adding away to express
which events occur simultaneously.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The interest in capturing notions like concurrency and causality in membrane systems, introduced in [22,23] (see [24] for
a complete account of results and research directions on membrane systems), has recently arisen (e.g., [10,12,1,17,18,15,
11,16], among others). Indeed, as in membrane systems parallelism and concurrency are among the main ingredients, it is
worthwhile to understand the relation with more classical model where these notions are represented.
Membrane systems are based upon the notion of membrane structure, which is a structure composed by several
membranes, hierarchically embedded in a main one, called the skin membrane. The membranes delimit regions
(compartments) and to each region we associate a (multi)set of objects, described by some symbols over an alphabet, and a
set of evolution rules, which canmodify the objects to obtain new objects and possibly send them outside the membrane or
to an inner membrane. The various compartments have different tasks, and all together they contribute to accomplishing a
more complex one. The evolution rules are usually applied in amaximally parallelmanner: at each step, all the objectswhich
can evolve should evolve. If we start from an initial configuration, with a certain number of objects in certain membranes,
and we let the system evolve, we obtain a computational device. If a computation halts, that is no further evolution rule can
be applied, the result of the computation is defined to be the number of objects in a specifiedmembrane (or expelled through
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the skin membrane). If a computation never halts (i.e., one or more objects can be rewritten forever), then it provides no
output.
In this paper, we focus our attention to characterizing dependencies and simultaneity in rules occurrences of membrane
systems computations. Hence we are not interested on what a membrane system computes, but on how it does it from the
concurrency theory perspective. We first relate membrane systems to Petri nets, and then we introduce some new notions
of event structures with the aim of capturing precisely all the phenomena pertaining to concurrency theory that appear in
membrane systems computations, including simultaneity.
Relations betweenmembrane systems and variousmodels for concurrency or process calculi have been already analyzed
in literature (see for instance [4,5] and [28] for some relations with process calculi, as well as the bibliography available
on the web pages dedicated to membrane computing1). The idea of relating membrane systems and nets is not new. In
[17,18] a comparison with a suitable class of nets, Place/Transition nets with explicit localities, is used to capture the
compartment structure of membrane systems. Each locality identifies a distinct set of transitions which may only be
executed synchronously, i.e., in a locally maximal concurrent manner; and a notion of process for these nets is developed,
with the associated notion of dependency. This is further studied and cast in a more general framework in [15]. We develop
a Petri net view of membrane systems which is, differently from other approaches, based on zero-safe nets [7,8]. Zero
safeness takes into account the compound nature of the evolution step, based on the application of several rules. Indeed the
computation in a membrane system proceeds as a sequence of steps where each step depends totally on the previous ones
and within each step all the rules are applied at the same time. As zero safeness allows to synchronize transitions in nets, it
seems to be, in our opinion, the adequate notion to be used when focusing on dependencies and simultaneity. Furthermore,
zero-safe nets allow to define in a more clean way what the application of a set of rules in a membrane system is, using
zero safe places to represent partial configurations, introduced by Busi in [9], which are useful in capturing dependencies
among rules applications. The Petri net viewof amembrane systemallows to have a finer description of causality, identifying
which rules may actually produce an object used by another rule (in a subsequent step). Moreover, the notion of transaction
in zero-safe nets [8] makes possible to characterize the simultaneous occurrence of several rules within the computations
of the membrane system. The net associated to a membrane system can be unfolded to record dependencies more precisely.
We consider here two notions of unfolding: one is the classical one (based on the notion of causal net) and the other is based
on the notion of merged process of [19], that allows to merge transitions and hence to model OR-causality.
We add to event structures a notion of simultaneity to capture, among the concurrent events, which are those that are
not only independent but have to happen simultaneously to accomplish the step of computation in membrane systems.
This new notion can be used in several varieties of event structures, and we show that the new kinds of event structures
introduced in this paper are still naturally related to domains, whichmake them soundmodels of concurrent computations.
In this paper we use simultaneity to model the concurrent rule occurrences that contribute to a membrane system step.
Event structures with simultaneous events are naturally associated to the notions of unfoldings of nets.
We illustrate the kind of relations among rule occurrences we want to model with a simple example. Consider the
membrane system
({a, b, c}, [1 [2 ]2 ]1, c, 0, {r1 = c → (bb, in2)},
{r2 = a → (c, out), r3 = b → (a, here), r4 = bb → 0})
with three objects (a, b and c), two membranes, two sets of rules, the one associated to the external membrane (r1)
transforming themultiset with one occurrence of c into themultiset with two bwhich is sent to the internal membrane, and
the set of rules associated to the internal membrane contains the rules r2 (transforming the multiset with one occurrence of
a into the multiset with one occurrence of c which is sent to the outer membrane), r3 (which transforms b in a locally) and
r4 which simply consumes two occurrences of b. The initial state is the multiset with just one occurrence of c in the external
membrane and the multiset 0 in the internal one. Let us describe the possible computations of this membrane system. At
the initial state only the rule r1 can be applied. In the first step the rule r1 is used to produce two b in the internal membrane,
and this step is accomplished giving a new state where two b are in the internal membrane and none in the external one.
At this point either two instances of the rule r3 can be applied or just the rule r4 (which consumes all the objects). In the
first case the new state has two a in the internal membrane, in the second the new state has no object in either membranes
and the computation halts. When the new state is the multiset with two occurrences of a in the internal membrane, only
two instances of the rule r2 can be applied, yielding a state where two c are in the external membrane and none in the
internal one. Summing up, we have the following initial part of a computation: in the first step we apply r1, in the second
two instances of r3 and in the third two instances of r2. Clearly the two instances of r3 depend on r1 (producing the b used
by r3), but each of the two instances of r2 may depend on each one of the two instances of r3. In our approach both kind of
interpretations are feasible: one unfolding of the net associated to themembrane system allows to say that each occurrence
r2 depends exactly on one of the instances of r3, somehow fixing which instance on the net level, whereas the other says
that each occurrence of r2 depends on one of the previous occurrences of r3 without fixing it (on the net level). Furthermore
we are able to characterize the set of events containing the two occurrences of r2 as a set of simultaneous events, in both
unfoldings.
1 http://ppage.psystems.eu/.
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Beside dependencies, we want to represent other situations arising in membrane systems computations. The classical
notion of conflict is easily represented when rule instances compete for the same resource (object), hence in the previous
example the instance of the rule r4 is in conflict with the two instances of the rule r3 in the second step (indeed, applying
the rule r4 gives an different computation), and this is easily reflected in both unfoldings.
The other situation we want to capture is the fact that rules are really applied together, simultaneously. Concurrency
alone (i.e., the fact that rules instances are neither dependents nor in conflict) does not capture our intuition. Simultaneity
and concurrency do not coincide in general: obviously simultaneous events are concurrent, but the vice versa does not
necessarily hold. Consider the membrane system, which is similar to the one seen before:
({a, b, c}, [1 [2 ]2 ]1, cc, aa, {r1 = bc → 0, r2 = cc → (bc, here)}, {r3 = a → 0}).
The two instances of the rule r3 and the instance of the rule r1 are clearly independent, as there is no object created by one and
consumed by another (and this is reflected in the net translation), thus they are concurrent as again they are not in conflict
(from a net theoretical point of view this holds as conflicts means that the rules compete for the use of an object). However
they cannot happen together, as they belong to different steps. In fact, the only possible computation of this membrane
system is the one where first the two instances of the rule r3 (in the internal membrane) and the rule r2 (in the external
membrane) are applied (the first step) and then, in the second step, the rule r1 is applied. This toy example motivates the
need of a notion of simultaneity in event structures associated to membrane systems as well as in notions of non sequential
behavior associated to membrane systems. As we said, zero-safe nets are particularly handy in representing on the net
level the synchronization of transitions: on these a notion of transaction can be easily defined and a transaction is a suitable
execution sequence where all the transitions involved may be seen as a whole step. In the unfoldings a zero-safe net the
notion of simultaneous happening of transitions can be modeled by suitably selecting, among the concurrent transitions,
which are the ones belonging to a transactions.
To make our formalization more adherent to the zero-safe approach, we assume that at each reachable configuration of
a membrane system the applied rules consume all the objects with the same name in each membrane. Consider the system
with a unique membrane ({a, b}, [1 ]1, aab, {r1 = aab → 0, r2 = ab → 0}), here either r1 or r2 can be applied, but the
application of the rule r2 does not use the second a.
To the best of our knowledge, transactions do not make zero-safe nets Turing equivalent, thus the class of membrane
systemswe are investigating is quite limited. But wewant to point out that this is not a limitation for membrane systems, as
our treatment can be extended to the general case, aswewill discuss inmore details in the conclusions. Herewe just suggest
a possible way to extend out treatment. Eachmembrane systemmay be transformed into an equivalent one (i.e., calculating
the same function) where at each step of the computation all the objects in each membrane are actually involved in the
step, provided that some suitable rules are added and priority is used. Our approach transfer straightforwardly to zero-safe
nets with priorities (hence the proper transactions will be selected among these with the higher priorities). However this
assumption allows us to characterize simultaneity in a nice and straightforward way, not depending on assumptions that
otherwise have to bemade on the firings of the net2 associated to the membrane system. And as our focus is on the relations
among the rules instances at the various stages of the computations of membrane system, we do believe that our particular
choice of the membrane systems helps in clarifying these relations. We are interested more in the causality, concurrency,
simultaneity and conflict among rule instances, rather than in the expressive power of membrane system, which plays here
a marginal rôle. It is enough for us to be sure that our treatment can be lifted to the general case, as suggested before.
In our translation from membrane systems to zero-safe nets we introduce some transitions that will correspond to the
heating of partial configurations of Busi ([10]). These transitions will not be considered when relating the computations of
the membrane system with the ones of the associated nets, thus they are not observed. Furthermore to these transitions
no event is associate in the event structures we will introduce. For us these transitions are a kind of non observable internal
happeningwhich, as itwill be clear, do not contribute to computations (except for their heating function) and to the relations
we want to model.
Among the examples we will use in the paper, some of them will have just one membrane. Again this is not a limitation
as it has been shown in [1] how to encode each membrane system into a membrane system with just one membrane.
The paper is ideally divided in two parts: in the first one (Sections 2 to 7)we introduce and discuss all the notions thatwill
serve for the second part (Sections 8 and 9) where the theory developed in the first part is actually applied to membrane
systems. More precisely: in the next section we will fix some notation to be used in the paper and then, in Section 3 we
review the notion of membrane system. In Section 4 we present the relevant notions about zero-safe nets, occurrence
nets and unfoldings, and then, in Section 5 we introduce the new notion of event structure with simultaneous events
(and its connection with prime event structure) as well as the notion of flow event structure with simultaneous events.
In Sections 6 and 7 we show how the notions of unfoldings developed in Section 4 to the event structures introduced in
Section 5. In Section 8we introduce the relation amongmembrane systems and zero-safe nets, relating clearly computations
inmembrane systems and nets; and in Section 9we illustrate the event structure semantics formembrane system capturing
both dependencies and simultaneity, providing also anotherway to characterize simultaneous events.We relate our findings
with those in literature in Section 10, and we then draw some conclusions. The appendix contains the proofs that the
configurations of the event structures, equipped with a way to specify which events have to occur together, are domains.
2 Again our approach can be applied to the general case without using priorities by suitably changing the perfect enabling of Definition 10.
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2. Background
In this section we fix the notation we will use in the paper. With N we denote the set of natural numbers and with N+
the set of natural numbers without 0, i.e., N \ {0}, furthermore with Z we denote the set of positive and negative whole
numbers. Given a set X , with 2X we denote the set of the subsets of X . The set of all finite sets over X is denoted by 2Xfin.
Multisets. Given a set S, amultiset over S is a functionm : S → N andwith ∂S we denote the set ofmultisets of S. Sometimes
amultisetm ∈ ∂S is written ads∈S ns · s, where ns = m(s). Themultiplicity of an element s inm is given bym(s). A multiset
m over S is finite iff the set dom(m) = {s ∈ S |m(s) ≠ 0} is finite. Amultisetm such that dom(m) = ∅ is called empty and it is
denoted by 0. The cardinality of a multiset is defined as |m| =s∈S m(s). We writem ⊆ m′ ifm(s) ≤ m′(s) for all s ∈ S, and
m ⊂ m′ ifm ⊆ m′ andm ≠ m′. The operator⊕ denotesmultiset union:m⊕ m′(s) = m(s)+ m′(s). The operator \ denotes
multiset difference: m \ m′(s) = if m(s) > m′(s) then m(s) − m′(s) else 0. The scalar product of a number j with a multiset
m is (j · m)(s) = j · (m(s)). If m ∈ ∂S, we denote by [[m]] the multiset defined as [[m]](a) = 1 if m(a) > 0 and [[m]](a) = 0
otherwise; sometimes [[m]]will be identified (used interchangeably) with the corresponding subset {a ∈ A | [[m]](a) = 1}
of A. Amultirelation f from S to S ′ (often indicated as f : S → S ′) is a multiset of S× S ′. We will limit our attention to finitary
multirelations, namely multirelations f such that the set {s′ ∈ S ′ | f (s, s′) > 0} is finite. A multirelation f induces a function
∂ f from ∂S to ∂S ′, defined as ∂ f (

s∈S ns · s) =

s′∈S′

s∈S(ns · f (s, s′)) · s′ (possibly partial, since infinite coefficients are
disallowed). Whenever f satisfies f (s, s′) ≤ 1 for all s ∈ S and s′ ∈ S ′, i.e., f = [[f ]], we sometimes identify it with the
corresponding set-relation. In this case we write f (s, s′) to say that s and s′ are in the relation denoted by f .
Membrane. The language of membrane structure, denoted with MS, is a language over {[, ]} whose strings are defined as
follows:
1. [ ] ∈ MS,
2. if µ1, . . . , µn ∈ MS, with n ≥ 1, then [µ1 . . . µn] ∈ MS, and
3. nothing else is inMS.
The same membrane structure can be represented by several equivalent strings (the equivalence being that µ1µ2µ3µ4 ≡
µ1µ3µ2µ4, forµ1µ4 ∈ MS andµ2, µ3 ∈ MS) hence we assume that the canonical representation of it is given by a tree like
structure, i.e., amembrane structure is a rooted tree. Given a stringµ ∈ MS, amatching pair of parentheses is any substring of
µwhich is again a string inMS. We callmembrane eachmatching pair of parentheses appearing in the membrane structure.
Given a membrane structure µ, the number of (nested) membranes is defined as follows: mem([ ]) = 1 and
mem([µ1 . . . µn]) = ni=1 mem(µi) + 1. The depth of a membrane structure µ ≠ [ ], i.e., the maximal number of nested
membranes, is easily defined as depth([ ]) = 0 and depth(µ) = max{depth(µi) | µ = [µ1 . . . µn], 1 ≤ i ≤ n} + 1. The
depth of the membrane [ ] is equal to 0. Given a membrane µ, to each nested membrane it is possible to associate a unique
index (from 1 tomem(µ)), hence we freely identify amembranewith an index (the convention being thatµ has the number
1, and if i is the index of a membrane µi and j is the index of a nested membrane of µi, then j > i). Given a membrane i,
i ≠ 1, it has a father, which is the membrane j, j ≤ i, such that µj = [. . . µi . . .]. The function father(i) returns the index
of the father membrane if i > 1 and it is undefined otherwise (thus the father of the outermost membrane does not exist).
A membrane j can have children, i.e., membranes j1, . . . , jk such that father(j1) = · · · = father(jk) = j. Hence the function
children returns a set of indexes children(i) = {j | father(j) = i}. A membrane structure can be seen not only as a rooted
tree, but is often represented as Venn diagram in which any closed space (delimited by a membrane and by the membranes
immediately inside) is called a region (or compartment).
3. Membrane systems
In this section we recall the definition ofmembrane systems, also called P systems.
Definition 1. Let V be a finite alphabet of (names of) objects or molecules, then a membrane system (P system) over V is a
constructΠ = (V , µ, w01, . . . , w0n, R1, . . . , Rn)where:
• µ is amembrane structurewith nmembranes indexed 1, . . . , n,
• eachw0i is a multiset over V associated with membrane i, and
• each Ri is a finite set of reaction (or evolution) rules r associated with the membrane i, of the form u → v, where u is a
finite multisets over V , and v is a finite multiset over V × ({here, out} ∪ {inj | father(j) = i}), and each rule is such that
u ≠ 0.
Given a rule r , u is the left hand side of r and v is the right hand side of r . To ease the notation, given a rule r = u → v, with
π(v)|α we denote themultiset on V obtained from v by considering all the elements with the second component equal to α,
where α ∈ {here, out, in1, . . . , inn}. In the following we will often omit (V , µ,w01, . . . , w0n, R1, . . . , Rn) when it is possible
and no confusion arises, and indicate a membrane system simply withΠ .
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Configuration. A membrane system Π evolves from configuration to configuration as a consequence of the application of
(multisets of) evolution rules in each region. The rules have to be applied simultaneously. We start formalizing the notion of
configuration of amembrane system. Following Busi [10,9], we introduce the notion of partial configuration, which captures
the following idea: the state of each membrane is divided in two parts, one containing what can be used (consumed), and
the other what is produced during the evolution, thus pointing out in a clearer way the effects of each rule application. With
the aid of this notion the evolution of a membrane system is described by two relations: one among partial configurations
(micro steps) and another among configurations (macro steps).
Definition 2. Let Π be a P system, then a configuration is a tuple C = (w1, . . . , wn) where each wi is a multiset over V .
C0 = (w01, . . . , w0n) is the initial configuration ofΠ . The set of configurations of a membrane system is denoted with Conf Π .
A partial configuration is a tuple C = ((w1, w1), . . . , (wn, wn)) where each wi, wi is a multiset over V . C0 =
((w01, 0), . . . , (w
0
n, 0)) is the initial partial configuration of Π . The set of partial configurations of a membrane system is
denoted with PConf Π .
The notions of partial configuration and of configuration are obviously related. To each configuration (w1, . . . , wn) a partial
configuration corresponds, namely ((w1, 0) . . . , (wn, 0)) and a configuration is obtained fromapartial one by simply adding,
for each pair (wi, wi), to the left hand side wi the right hand side wi. and then forgetting the right hand sides. The latter
operation is called heated(·), following [10]. Thus, letΠ be amembrane system and let ((w1, w1), . . . , (wn, wn)) be a partial
configuration. Then heated(((w1, w1), . . . , (wn, wn))) = (w1 ⊕ w1, . . . , wn ⊕ wn).
Membrane systems evolutions. To capture dependencies among rules occurrences, we formalize the evolution of a
membrane system in a slightly different way with respect to the classical approach. We proceed in two stages: first we
define a partial reaction relation (which is basically themicrostep relation) describing the effects of the actual application of
a rule and then, using this one, we define the evolution of the whole system. Let Π = (V , µ,w01, . . . , w0n, R1, . . . , Rn)
be a membrane system, then a vector multi-rule R⃗ is the n-tuple (R1, . . . ,Rn) whereRi is a multiset over Ri. The set of
vectors multi-rule is denoted by R. The vector multi-rule R⃗ contains all the rules that have to be applied simultaneously
to a configuration of a membrane system, with the proper multiplicity. We write {r}i to denote the vector multi-rule
(01, . . . , 0i−1,Ri, 0i+1, . . . , 0n) such thatRi = [[Ri]] = {r}.
Definition 3. LetΠ be a P system, and let γ = ((w1, w1), . . . , (wn, wn)) be a partial configuration. Assume there exists an
iwith 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and a rule r = u → v ∈ Ri such that:
• u ⊆ wi,
• w′i = wi \ u andw′i = wi ⊕ π(v)|here,• ∀j ≠ i.w′j = wj,
• for i ≠ 1.w′father(i) = wfather(i) ⊕ π(v)|out ,
• ∀j ∈ children(i).w′j = w′j ⊕ π(v)|inj , and
• ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. j ≠ i and j ∉ children(i) and j ≠ father(i) it holds thatw′j = wj.
Then γ = ((w1, w1), . . . , (wn, wn)) {r}i−→ ((w′1, w′1), . . . , (w′n, w′n)) = γ ′.
With γ ̸−→ we denote the fact that, for all possible indexes 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there is no rule that it is applicable at the given
partial configuration. Using this notion, which represents amicro step, we can define the partial reaction relation, whichwith
abuse of notation we denote
A−→, with A ∈ R. Given A = (RA1, . . . ,RAn) and A′ = (RA′1 , . . . ,RA′n ) inR, with A ⊕ˆ A′ we denote
the vector multi-rule (RA1 ⊕RA′1 , . . . ,RAn ⊕RA′1 ).
Definition 4. Let Π be a P system, then A−→ is a subset of PConf Π × R × PConf Π such that if γ A
′−→ γ ′ and γ ′ A′′−→ γ ′′
then γ
A−→ γ ′′, where A = A′ ⊕ˆ A′′.
We formalize the more classical notions of evolution of a membrane system. Maximality is taken into account by the
micro step relation.We stress that the order of evolution rules application in themicro steps, is inessential (thus if γ
A′−→ γ ′
and γ ′ A
′′−→ γ ′′, then there exists a γ ′′′ such that γ A′′−→ γ ′′′ and γ ′′′ A′−→ γ ′′).
Definition 5. LetΠ be a P system. The reaction relationH⇒⊆ Conf Π ×R×Conf Π is defined as follows: (w1, . . . , wn) R⃗H⇒
(w′1, . . . , w′n) iff there exists a partial configuration γ ′ such that
1. γ ′ ̸−→,
2. ((w1, 0), . . . , (wn, 0))
R⃗−→ γ ′, and
3. heated(γ ′) = (w′1, . . . , w′n).
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The above definition captures when a configuration C is reachable from a given one in one step of computation. The
step is performed using all the rules (with the proper multiplicity) in the vector multi-rules R⃗. We will often denote a step
indicating the vector multi-rules R⃗ used to perform it. The following one formalizes the chain of ‘‘reactions’’ leading from
the starting configuration to C .
Definition 6. LetΠ be a P system, and C0 its initial configuration. A reactions sequence is defined as follows:
• C0 is a reactions sequence,
• if C0 R⃗1H⇒ C1 . . . Cn−1 R⃗nH⇒ Cn is a reactions sequence and Cn R⃗H⇒ C , then C0 R⃗1H⇒ C1 . . . Cn R⃗H⇒ Cn+1 is a reactions
sequence.
This definition allows also to state clearlywhen a step precedes another (the second one is used to extend a chain of reactions
comprising the first one).
We can now formalize the notion of reachable configuration.Wewrite C |HR⃗⇒ C ′ to say that there is a reactions sequence
C0
R⃗1H⇒ C1 R⃗2H⇒ · · · R⃗m−1H⇒ Cm−1 R⃗mH⇒ Cm such that C0 = C , C ′ = Cm and R⃗ = ˆmi=1R⃗i.
Definition 7. LetΠ be a P system, and C be a configuration. Then C is reachable iff C0 |HR⃗⇒ C for some R⃗ ∈ R.
Example. We illustrate the notions we have introduced so far with a simple example, that we will also use in the rest of the
paper. The multiset of object in the membranes will be written as the string where each object appears the number of time
of its multiplicity. Consider the following system with a unique membrane:
Π0 = ({a, b, c}, [1 ]1, ab, {r1 = a → b, r2 = b → c, r3 = b → a, r4 = c → b}).
At the initial configuration it is possible to apply one occurrence of the rule r1 and either the rule r2 or the rule r3. If the rule
r1 and r3 are applied we obtain the same configuration ab, if we apply the rules r1 and r2 we obtain the configuration bc. The
initial partial configuration is (ab, 0) and, considering the vector ({r1, r3}), we have (ab, 0) {r1, r3}−→ (0, bc), and (0, bc) ̸−→.
Thus heating (0, bc) we obtain the configuration (bc). At this configuration we can apply r4 together with one among r2 or
r3. In the case the latter is used we reach the configuration ac , otherwise we use r3, reaching again the configuration ab. We
give a pictorial representation of the reachable configurations of this membrane systems:
(ab)
({r1,r3})
 ({r1,r2}) +
(bc)
({r2,r4})

({r3,r4})
k
This example allows us to discuss briefly the various notions of dependencies we can model. The first observation is that
each step depends on the previous one. Hence the step ({r2, r4}) applied to the configuration (bc) and giving (ac) certainly
depends on ({r1, r2}) (leading to the configuration (bc) from the configuration (ab)). This notion of dependency is too coarse,
as noticed also in [1]. In fact r2 depends on r1 (which produces the b consumed by r2), though r4 happens in this step together
with r2. To have a more clear account of dependencies it is valuable to be able to capture the fact that some instances of
rules are simultaneous and to have a more fine grained notion of causality, pointing out to some extent the relations among
rules producing objects and those consuming these objects.
As we have said in the introduction, we consider membrane systems where all the objects are used at each step. This
means that at each step the rules applied use all the objects in each membrane.
Proposition 1. Let Π = (V , µ,w01, . . . , w0n, R1, . . . , Rn) be a membrane system such that for each reachable configuration
it holds that all the objects in wi are used, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then γ ′ of Definition 5 is of the following form: γ ′ =
((0, w1), . . . , (0, wn)).
Proof. Let (w1, . . . , wn) be a configuration and R⃗ be a vector multi-rule such that C
R⃗H⇒ C ′. C ′ is obtained by heating a
partial configuration γ ′ such that γ ′ ̸−→ (Definition 5). Assume that there exists an index j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and wj ≠ 0 in γ ′.
This would contradict the assumption that at each configuration all the objects inwj are used, hence for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n} it
holds thatwj = 0. 
The obvious consequence of our assumption is the that the condition 1 of Definition 5 can be rewritten as γ ′ =
((0, w1), . . . , (0, wn)).
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4. Zero-safe Petri nets
A net is a tuple N = (S, T , F ,m0) where S is a set of places, T is a set of transitions, F : (S × T ) ∪ (T × S) → N
is a flow relation and m0 ∈ ∂S is the initial marking. With •x (x•, respectively) we indicate the multiset F( , x) (F(x, ),
respectively). The evolution of a net is described as usual: let m ∈ ∂S be a marking of a net, a finite multiset U ∈ ∂T
of transitions is enabled under m if for all s ∈ S t∈T U(t) · F(s, t) ≤ m(s) (written m [U⟩ ) and the reached marking is
m′(s) = m(s) +t∈T U(t) · (F(t, s) − F(s, t)), for all s ∈ S. We write m [U⟩m′, and call U a step. A step firing sequence
is defined as follows: m0 is a step firing sequence, and if m0 [U1⟩m1 [U2⟩m2 . . .mn−1 [Un⟩mn is a step firing sequence and
mn [Un+1⟩mn+1, then also m0 [U1⟩m1 . . .mn−1 [Un⟩mn [Un+1⟩mn+1 is a step firing sequence. A marking m is reachable if
there is a step firing sequencem0 [U1⟩m1 [U2⟩m2 . . .mn−1 [Un⟩mn andm = mn. A net (S, T , F ,m0) is safe if all the reachable
markingsm are sets (thusm = [[m]]) and F = [[F ]].
Nets are drawn following the usual conventions: places are circles, transitions are square and the flow relation as arcs
connecting transitions with places and places with transitions, and arcs from x to y are annotated with F(x, y). If F(x, y) = 1
we omit it, and if F(x, y) = 0 we do not draw the arc.
A state of a net N is any finite multiset X of transitions with the property that the function mX : S → Z given by
mX (s) = m(s) +t∈T X(t) · (F(t, s) − F(s, t)), for all s ∈ S, is a reachable marking of the net using all the transitions in X
(with the proper multiplicity). States are useful to characterize occurrence nets, which are nets where each transition fires
just once: a net N is an occurrence net if each state X of N is such that X = [[X]]. Among occurrence nets, causal net play
a relevant role, as dependencies among transitions (events) can be obtained directly from the flow relation. A causal net
C = (B, E, F ,m) is a safe occurrence net satisfying the following restrictions:
1. ∀b ∈ m, •b = ∅,
2. ∀b ∈ B. ∃b′ ∈ m such that b′F∗b,
3. ∀b ∈ B. |•b| ≤ 1,
4. F+ is irreflexive and, for all e ∈ E, the set {e′ | e′F∗e} is finite, and
5. # is irreflexive, where e#ime′ iff e, e′ ∈ E, e ≠ e′ and •e∩ •e′ ≠ ∅, and x#x′ iff ∃ y, y′ ∈ E such that y#imy′, yF∗x and y′F∗x′.
The places of a causal net are called conditions and the transitions events. The restrictions above are the usual ones
characterizing the causal nets (called occurrence nets in [29]): the conditions in the initial marking do not have incoming
arcs, each condition is produced by just one event, the net is acyclic and each event is finitely preceded and finally it is
possible to define a conflict relations among events (and conditions) which is inherited along the transitive and reflexive
closure of the flow relation. The conflict relation is defined starting from events that are immediately in conflict, i.e., the
events e, e′ ∈ E, e ≠ e′ such that •e∩ •e′ ≠ ∅ )(written as e#ime′). Clearly causal nets are occurrence nets as each event may
happen just once in each computation.
Causal nets express causality among events easily: e is caused by e′ iff e′ ∈ {e′ ∈ E | e′F∗e}. Moreover they do express
conflict among events as well (the relation # restricted to events). Hence on causal nets it is easy to define a relation
expressing concurrency: two elements of the causal net are concurrent if they are neither causally dependent nor in conflict.
Formally x co y iff ¬(x#y or xF+y or yF+x). This relation can be extended to sets of conditions: let A ⊆ B, then co(A) iff
∀b, b′ ∈ A. b ≠ b′ ⇒ b co b′ and {e ∈ E | ∃b ∈ A. eF∗b} is finite.
We recall now the notion of morphism between nets (see [29]), which is useful to relate nets. Let N0 and N1 be nets. A
morphism h : N0 → N1 is a pair h = (η, β), where η : T0 → T1 is a partial function and β : S0 → S1 is a multirelation such
that (a) ∂β(m0) = m1 and (b) for each t ∈ T , ∂β(•t) = •η(t), and ∂β(t•) = η(t)•. Reachable markings are preserved by
net morphism: let N0 and N1 be nets, and let h = (η, β) : N0 → N1 be a net morphism. For each m,m′ markings of N0 and
A ∈ ∂T , ifm [A⟩m′ then ∂β(m) [∂η(A)⟩ ∂β(m′).
Zero-safe nets. To be able to represent partial configurations, relevant in understanding causality relations among rule
occurrences, we consider zero-safe nets of Bruni and Montanari [7,8]. In these nets the set of places is partitioned into two
disjoint sets, the one of stable places and the one of zero safe places. The intuition is that when a zero safe place is marked,
then the state of the system is unstable, meaning that other transitions have still to change the state to reach a stable state.
The convention we use to draw zero safe places is the usual one: they are represented with smaller circles with respect to
the ordinary (stable) places.
Definition 8. A zero safe Petri net (ZS net) is a tuple N = (S, T , F ,m, Z)where
1. Ns = (S, T , F ,m) is a Petri net (the support),
2. Z ⊂ S is a subset of places, called zero safe places, and S \ Z are the stable places, and
3. for all z ∈ Z ,m(z) = 0.
A markingm′ is said stable iffm′(z) = 0 for all z ∈ Z .
Beside the notion of step we have recalled before, a notion of step comprising the newly introduced zero safe places can
be introduced. The intuition behind this notion is the following: a stable step is a firing sequence starting at and leading to
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Fig. 1. A zero-safe net.
stable markings, and where all the transitions involved (i.e., fired) are enabled if one consider the stable place only, thus the
zero safe places are used to coordinate somehow the transitions in the firing sequence.
Definition 9. Let N be a ZS net, and letm [U1⟩m1 [U2⟩m1 . . .mn−1 [Un⟩m′ be a step firing sequence of Ns. Then U =ni=1 Ui
is a stable step fromm tom′ if:
• ∀s ∈ S \ Zt∈T U(t) · F(s, t) ≤ m(s), and
• m,m′ are stable markings.
Stable steps will be denoted withm [[U⟩m′.
In a stable step, transitions consuming and producing tokens in zero safe places can fire any number of times provided
that their stable enabling (i.e., the enabling conditions involving only stable places) is verified before starting the sequence.
Let N be a ZS net andm be a stable marking. A stable step firing sequence starting atm is defined as follows:
• m is a stable step firing sequence,
• if [[U1⟩m1 . . .mn [[Un⟩mn is a stable step firing sequence and mn [[Un+1⟩m′ then [[U1⟩m1 . . .mn [[Un⟩mn [[Un+1⟩m′ is a
stable step firing sequence.
Transaction. Another notion which will be useful in the following is the one of transaction, which is a stable step enjoying
some further conditions. The requirements are then that all the tokens in the stable places in the preset of the multiset of
transitions should be used, and the intermediate markings needed to reach the final stable one are not stable.
Definition 10. Let N = (S, T , F ,m, Z) be a ZS net and let U = ni=1 Ui be a stable step corresponding to the step firing
sequencem [U1⟩m1 . . .mn−1 [Un⟩m′, then U is a transaction fromm tom′ if:
• ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}. the markingsmi are not stable (atomicity), and
• ∀s ∈ S \ Z .m(s) =t∈T U(t) · F(s, t) (perfect enabling).
Transaction will be denoted withm {[U⟩m′.
A transaction firing sequence is a stable step firing sequence where each step is a transaction.
The consequence of the previous definition is that zero safe places can be used to coordinate and synchronize in a single
transaction any number of transitions in the net, provided that at the beginning of the evolution, enough tokens are present
in the stable places.
Remark. The notion of morphism for nets we have introduced before works perfectly also for ZS nets, however for our
purpose we need that the zero safe places are related only to zero safe place and stable places to stable ones as well. This
account to require that the matrix associated to the multirelation β has always 0 entries corresponding to zero safe places
and stable places.
To illustrate the various notion on zero-safe nets, consider the zero-safe net given in Fig. 1.
The initial marking has a token in the stable place s1 and 2 tokens in the stable place s2 and no token in the zero safe
place z1. The step U(t3) = 2 and U(t) = 0 otherwise (for t = t1, t2) is a step. The step U(t1) = 1, U(t2) = 1 and U(t3) = 0
is a stable step corresponding to the firing sequence where first t1 happens (hence putting a token in the zero safe places)
and then t2 happens, reaching the stable marking where the two stable places contain a taken each. This firing sequence is
a stable step as all the transitions involved (t1 and t2) are enabled if one concentrate on stable places, and the intermediate
marking is not stable (the zero safe place z1 is marked). This is not a transaction ad U(t2) · F(s2, t2) < m(s2). Turning the
attention to the step U(t) = 1 for t = t1, t2, t3 we have a step which is a transaction as well. Observe that the perfect
enabling allows to synchronize the transition t1 and t3.
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Fig. 2. The initial part of the unfolding of the net in Fig. 1.
Unfoldings. To be able to observe causality, we focus on the so called non sequential semantics of a net, where the causal
dependencies between transition can be better perceived with respect to the step firing sequence behavior. We will do so
by constructing a causal unfolding of the ZS net. The construction is a straightforward adaptation of the classical one [29,
14]:
Definition 11. Given the ZS net N = (S, T , F ,m, Z), its causal unfolding, denoted withU(N) is the ZS net (B, E, F ′,m′, ZB)
defined as follows:
B = {(m, s, i) | s ∈ S and 0 ≤ i < m(s)} {({e}, s, i) | e ∈ E and s ∈ S and 0 ≤ i < F(η(e), s)}
E = {(X, t) | X ⊆ B and co(X) and •t = ∂β(X)}
F ′ =

(b, (X, t)) iff b ∈ X
((X, t), b) iff ∃s ∈ S, i ∈ N. b = ((X, t), s, i)
m′ = {(m, s, i) | (m, s, i) ∈ B}
ZB = {(Y , s, i) | (Y , s, i) ∈ B and s ∈ Z}
where co is the concurrency relation obtained by F ′ on B and E, and η : E → T , β : ∂B → ∂S are defined as η(X, t) = t and
β(Y , s, i) = s.
Each condition of the causal unfoldingU(N) represents a token in a place at a givenmarking ofN . Thus conditions (m, s, i)
are the ones corresponding to the tokens in the initial marking and are such that •(m, s, i) = ∅. The net depicted in Fig. 2 is
the initial part of the unfolding of the net in Fig. 1. Several different copies of the firing of t3 are introduced (the events en3)
depending on which token they use.
Proposition 2. Let N = (S, T , F ,m, Z) be a ZS net andU(N) its causal unfolding. Then
• U(N) is a causal net, and
• η : E → T defined as η(X, t) = t and β : B → S defined as β(Y , s, i) = s form a net morphism, called the folding morphism.
Due to the fact that (η, β) : U(N) → N is a morphism we have that each reachable marking of the causal unfolding is
a reachable marking of the net. In a general theory of unfoldings, the vice versa is obtained showing the universality of the
construction in Definition 11. Here we do not consider category theory, but we are interested in relating reachablemarkings
of N to states of the causal unfolding.
Proposition 3. Let N = (S, T , F ,m, Z) be a ZS net and U(N) its causal unfolding. Let mn be a reachable marking of N. Then
there exists a state X ofU(N) such that mn = β(mX ).
Proof (Sketch). On induction on the length of the step firing sequence. The base is trivial, and the state is clearly 0.
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Consider the step firing sequencem [U1⟩m1 . . .mn−1 [Un⟩mn and assume thatXn−1 is a state such thatmn−1 = ∂β(mXn−1).
Take now a subset E ′ ⊆ E of events of U(N) such that (a) mXn−1 [E ′⟩ , (b) η(E ′) = Un and (c) mXn−1 [E ′⟩m is such that
∂β(m) = mn. It is easy to see that such subset exists, asU(N) is the causal unfolding of N , hence the conditions inmXn−1 are
such that (mXn−1)
• contains certainly E ′. Xn−1 ⊕ E ′ is the state associated to the firing sequence. 
Remark. Consider m be a reachable marking of N , and m {[U⟩m′ in N , then there exists a state X in U(N) such that
∂β(mX ) = m and a set E ′ of events such that η(E ′) = U , X ⊕ E ′ is a state ofU(N) and ∂β(mX ) {[E ′⟩m′′ and ∂β(m′′) = m′.
The notion of causal unfolding takes account of the so called individual token philosophy, which essentially says that an
event depends on the tokens it uses, recording the whole history that these tokens carry along. Assume that a transition t
consumes a token from the place s and a token in this place can be produced by two transitions, say t ′ and t ′′. In the causal
unfolding we have two conditions corresponding to the token in s, one corresponding to the token produced by t ′ and the
other corresponding to the token produced by t ′′. The individual token philosophy is contrasted by the so called collective
token philosophywhere these two conditions are considered as the same condition.
With different aims, Khomenko et al. in [19] developed a notion of merged representation of a causal unfolding, where
conditions corresponding to the same tokens aremerged together and transitions consuming the tokens could be identified.
We adapt their results to provide an unfolding adhering to the collective token philosophy for a membrane system.
Given a causal net (B, E, F ,m, Z), and x ∈ B∪ E, with [x]we denote the set {y | y F∗ x} and with {[x]} the maximal subsets
of [x] for which F∗ is a total ordering. We first count the conditions bearing the same label (in our case originated by tokens
in the same place of the net of which the causal net is the causal unfolding).
Definition 12. Let N be a ZS net andU(N) its causal unfolding, let (Y , s, i) be a condition ofU(N). Its profundity is defined
as the maximal number of conditions (Y ′, s, j) ∈ X ∈ {[(Y , s, i)]}, and it is denoted with profundity((Y , s, i)).
We can now identify conditionswith the same profundity and the same labeling (intuitively all these conditions represent
the presence of a given token in the places) and events having the same preset and postset. The label of an event is the
transition in the original net.
Definition 13. Let N = (S, T , F ,m, Z) be a ZS net and letU(N) = (B, E, F ′,m′, ZB) be its causal unfolding, then themerged
unfolding M(U(N)) = ((Bˆ, Eˆ, Fˆ ′, mˆ′, ZˆBˆ), #ˆ) is a pair formed by an occurrence net and a symmetric and irreflexive conflict
relations where:
1. Bˆ is obtained fusing together all the conditions ofU(N)with the same label and the same profundity,
2. Eˆ is obtained fusing together all the events bearing the same label, and the same presets and postsets after fusing
conditions,
3. Fˆ ′ contains the arcs from fused conditions and events or vice versa if there was an arc from one of the condition/event
(that has been fused) to an event/condition (that has been fused) in the unfolding,
4. the initial marking mˆ′ is equal tom′,
5. ZˆBˆ are the fused conditions corresponding to zero safe places, and
6. #ˆ is a symmetric and irreflexive relation on Eˆ × Eˆ obtained by # ofU(N) stipulating that eˆ #ˆ eˆ′ iff e # e′ for events e, e′
which are fused to obtain eˆ, eˆ′ respectively, and deleting the possible reflexive pairs.
Furthermore we define ηˆ(e) = η(e′)where e′ is fused in e and βˆ(c) = β(c ′)where c ′ is fused in c.
For a thorough discussion on this notion we refer to [19]. Here we stress just the main difference with respect their
notion. With #ˆ we keep the information about the conflicts in the original causal net as the net (Bˆ, Eˆ, Fˆ ′, mˆ′, ZˆBˆ) may be
cyclic, and this information is needed to be able to associate to this merged process a suitable event structure, as we will do
in Section 7.
Fig. 3 shows the initial part of the merged process of the net in Fig. 1. Here the places ({e13}, s2, 0) and ({e1′3 }, s2, 0) are
fused (and consequently some of the events) as they correspond to the same tokens. As already observed, in the definition
we carry over the conflict relation restricted to the fused conditions and events.
When no confusion arises, we denote the occurrence net (Bˆ, Eˆ, Fˆ ′, mˆ′, ZˆBˆ)withM(U(N)). We observe the followings:
• there is just one condition corresponding to the i-th token in a place s at profundity k,
• as two distinct conditions with the same profundity are either concurrent or in conflict, the safeness of U(N) implies
that only conflicting conditions are merged,
• only conflicting events are fused together (which are duplicates, i.e., occurrences, of the same transitions),
• the net is not any longer acyclic, in general, but it is still an occurrence net,
• (βˆ, ηˆ) :M(U(N))→ N is a well defined net morphism.
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Fig. 3. Part of the merged process of the net in Fig. 1.
Proposition 4. Let N be a ZS net,U(N) its causal unfolding andM(U(N)) its merged unfolding. Then X is a state ofU(N) iff Xˆ
is a state inM(U(N)).
Proof. Take a step firing sequence associated to X . Only conflicting conditions are fused, and conflicting events as well, thus
clearly X is a state ofM(U(N)), after a suitable renaming of events. The vice versa is a consequence of the obvious remark
done before, namely that (βˆ, ηˆ) :M(U(N))→ N is a well defined morphism. 
Clearly to a state Xˆ ofM(U(N))more then one state ofU(N) corresponds.
5. Event structures
Prime event structures (pes) [21,29] are a simple event-based model of concurrent computations in which events are
considered as atomic and instantaneous steps, which can appear only once in a computation. The relationships between
events are expressed by two binary relations: causality and conflict. The relevance of the notion of prime event structure is
rooted in the well known relation with another central notion for modeling computations, namely the one of domain.
Definition 14. A prime event structure (pes) is a tuple P = ⟨E,≤,#⟩, where E is a set of events and≤, # are binary relations
on E called causality relation and conflict relation respectively, such that:
1. the relation≤ is a partial order and ⌊e⌋ = {e′ ∈ E | e′ ≤ e} is finite for all e ∈ E, and
2. the relation # is irreflexive, symmetric and hereditary with respect to ≤, i.e., e#e′ and e′ ≤ e′′ imply e#e′′ for all
e, e′, e′′ ∈ E.
An event can occur only after some other events (its causes) have taken place, and the execution of an event can prevent
the execution of other events. This is formalized via the notion of configuration of a pes P = ⟨E,≤,#⟩, which is a subset of
events C ⊆ E such that for all e, e′ ∈ C ¬(e#e′) (conflict-freeness) and ⌊e⌋ ⊆ C (left-closedness). Given two configurations
C1 ⊆ C2 if e0, . . . , en is any linearization of the events in C2 − C1, compatible with causality (i.e., for all ei, ej ∈ C2 − C1 with
i ≤ j either ei ≤ ej or they are unrelated), then
C1 ⊆ C1 ∪ {e0} ⊆ C1 ∪ {e0, e1} ⊆ · · · ⊆ C2
is a sequence ofwell-defined configurations. Therefore subset inclusion can be safely thought of as a computational ordering
on configurations. The set of configurations of a prime event structure P , ordered by subset inclusion, is denoted by
Confpes(P).
Given a pes P = ⟨E,≤,#⟩, with cowe denote the relation on E × E defined as follows:
e co e′ ⇔ e ≰ e′ ∧ e′ ≰ e ∧ ¬(e# e′)
and with co(A)we indicate that e co e′ ∀e, e′ ∈ A, e ≠ e′.
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Events in prime event structures may occur concurrently, i.e., neither being causally related nor being in conflict.
Nevertheless there are situations in reality where a bunch of concurrent events have to happen simultaneously, or
better, have to happen together, as we have discussed previously. We introduce the notion of prime event structure with
simultaneity and we show that the configurations of such event structures form a prime algebraic domain.
Event structure with simultaneity. We first briefly discuss some simple examples to illustrate the intuition behind our
formalization of event structure with simultaneity. Assume that there are three events e1, e2 and e3, none of them is in
conflict with the others and e2 depends on e1. Assume that e2 should be simultaneous with e3. In a pes we would have a
configuration containing only e3, as well as one with e1 and e3. However now we know that, despite e1 and e3 may occur
independently, e3 is simultaneous with e2. There is no explicit dependency on e1, and more complex situations would rule
out this ad hoc solution. Now we have that the intuitively legal configurations are {e1} and {e1, e2, e3}, as we will formalize
later.
Assume now that we have 5 events, ei with 1 ≤ i ≤ 5, and e1 ≤ e2, e3 ≤ e4 and e5 is simultaneous either with e2 or with
e4, and that e1 is in conflict with e3 (we omit the inherited pairs). It is clear that e5 will happen either simultaneously with
e2 or with e4, but we cannot conclude anything concerning any dependency of e5 from other events.
We can now turn to the formal treatment. We enrich the notion of prime event structure with a set of subset of events
that have to occur together.
Definition 15. An event structure with simultaneity (ess) is the tuple G = ⟨E,≤,#, S⟩where
1. ⟨E,≤,#⟩ is a pes, and
2. S ⊆ 2 Efin is such that:
(a)

S = E, (b) ∅ ∉ S,
(c) ∀s ∈ S. co(s), (d) ∀s ∈ S ̸ ∃s′ ∈ S. s′ ⊆ s, and
(e) ∀s, s′ ∈ S. s ∩ s′ ≠ ∅ implies that ∀e ∈ s \ s′, ∀e′ ∈ s′ \ s. e#e′.
The only novelty in this definition with respect to the usual one of prime event structure is that we explicitly indicate which
subsets of eventsmay occur simultaneously (S). On Swe impose some requirements: (a) the union of all simultaneous events
must cover the whole set of events; (b) the empty set does not belong to S; (c) each subset of simultaneous events must
contain only concurrent events; (d) a set of simultaneous events cannot be extended with other simultaneous events; and
(e) two subsets of simultaneous events may overlap but when they do so then the elements not in common must be in
conflict. This last requirement captures the idea that if an event can be simultaneous with two other different events which
do not belong to a set of simultaneous events, then these two must belong to alternative computations.
Configurations of an ess. Requiring that some events have to occur together implies that the notion of configuration have
to be changed accordingly. We recall that a configuration of a pes is a left-closed and conflict-free subset of events. Now we
have to consider the fact the certain set of events have to be simultaneous.
Definition 16. Let G = ⟨E,≤,#, S⟩ be an ess. Then C ⊆ E is a configuration iff
• for all e, e′ ∈ C ¬(e#e′) (conflict-freeness),
• ⌊e⌋ ⊆ C , (left-closedness), and
• there exists S ⊆ S such that S = C (coverability).
The set of configurations of an ess is denoted with Confess(G).
A configuration C of an ess should be a left-closed and conflict free subset of events as for the underlying pes; and
furthermore there should be a partition of events in C such that each element of the partition is a set of simultaneous
events. It is worth noting that each configuration has a unique decomposition into sets of simultaneous events. We have the
following proposition.
Proposition 5. Let G = ⟨E,≤,#, S⟩ be an ess, and let C ⊆ E be a configuration. Then there exists a unique S ⊆ S such that
C = S.
Proof. Assume that there exists another partition S ′ ⊆ S of C such that C =  S ′. For an event e ∈ C there must be sets of
simultaneous event s ∈ S and s′ ∈ S ′ such that s ≠ s′ and e ∈ s∩ s′. But then, by definition of ess, all the events in s and s′ not
belonging to their intersection are in conflict, contradicting the assumption we have made that S ′ is another coverability of
the events in C . 
We investigate now on the order on configurations.
Definition 17. Let G = ⟨E,≤,#, S⟩ be an ess, and let A, A′ ⊆ E be sets of events.We say that A′ extends A (written A ⊑ A′), if
1. A ⊆ A′, and
2. A′ \ A ≠ ∅ implies that there exists S ⊆ S such that S = A′ \ A.
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We simply require that the events in A′ \ A can be covered by sets of simultaneous events.
Proposition 6. Let G be an ess, then (Confess(G),⊑) is a partial order.
Proof. Transitivity, reflexivity and antisymmetry follow at once. 
Relating ess and pes. We relate now pes and ess. We show that ess’s are a proper extension of pes’s, in the sense that, as one
would expect (and require), prime event structures can be identified with a subclass of event structure with simultaneity
where the set of sets of simultaneous events is given by singletons. The fact that, given a pes ⟨E,≤,#⟩, the set {{e} | e ∈ E}
is a well defined set of sets of simultaneous events, is a trivial observation.
Proposition 7. Let P = ⟨E,≤,#⟩ be a pes. Then J(P) = ⟨E,≤,#, S⟩ where S = {{e} | e ∈ E} is an ess.
It is straightforward to observe that the configuration of a pes P are the same of the associated ess J(P). In fact, given
C ∈ Confpes(P), then C ∈ Confess(J(P)) as well as it is clearly coverable being S = {{e} | e ∈ E}.
Proposition 8. Let P be a pes and let J(P) be the associated ess. Then Confpes(P) = Confess(J(P)).
Relating ess and domains. Event structures and domains are naturally related. In fact pes and domains are essentially the
same, whereas other kinds of event structures are such that their configuration form a domain. Being able to prove that the
configurations are indeed a domain means that the event structure we are introducing is able to represent in a correct way
computations. Here we simply state the result, which is proved in Appendix.
Theorem 1. Let G be an ess. Then (Confess(G),⊑) is a domain.
Flow event structures. Event structures has been seen as too rigid by several authors (e.g. [6,3,2,26] and [20] among
others), failing to capture precisely some operational meaning of programming languages constructs. Keeping in mind that
computations must be represented finally as domains, this criticism has triggered the introductions of various brands of
event structures, whichwe do not review here. For our purpose, we recall the notion of flow event structures (fes) introduced
by Boudol in [6].
Definition 18. A flow event structure is a triple H = ⟨E,≺,#⟩where E is a set of events, # ⊆ E × E is a symmetric conflict
relation and≺⊆ E × E in an irreflexive relation, called flow relation.
The flow relation basically specifies the dependencies among events, but it is much more liberalwith respect to a partial
ordering among events, for instance it may happens that e ≺ e′ ≺ e′′ ≺ e. The fact that a configuration must contain all the
information needed for an event to happen, as well as that it must not contain conflicting events is obtained by focusing the
attention on a partial ordering obtained by the flow relation. Let A be a subset of events, with ≤A we denote the reflexive
and transitive closure of≺ ∩A× A.
Differently from pes (and ess) it is not enough to require conflict freeness and downward closure to obtain a configuration.
Definition 19. Let H = ⟨E,≺,#⟩ be a fes, and let A ⊆ E be a subset of events. Then C is a configuration iff
• for all e, e′ ∈ C ¬(e#e′) (conflict-freeness),
• C does not contain causality cycle: the relation≤C is a partial order (local left-closedness),
• for all e ∈ C , the set ⌊e⌋C = {e′ | e′ ∈ C and e′ ≤C e} is finite (finiteness of causes), and
• for all e ∈ C , if e′ ≺ e and e′ ∉ C then there exists e′′ ∈ C such that e′′ ≺ e and e′′ # e′ or e′ = e′′ (maximality).
With Conffes(H)we denote the set of configurations of the flow event structure S.
We refer to [6] for the discussion on configurations of a flow event structure.We just observe that maximality is required
to add all the non conflicting causes of an event. Also for configurations of a flow event structures it holds what stated for the
configurations of prime event structures: given two configurations C1 ⊆ C2 if e0, . . . , en is any linearization of the events in
C2 − C1, compatible with causality (as induced by C2, which is clearly compatible with the one induced by C1), then
C1 ⊆ C1 ∪ {e0} ⊆ C1 ∪ {e0, e1} ⊆ · · · ⊆ C2
is a sequence of well-defined configurations. Indeed subset inclusion is the computational ordering on configurations.
In [6] it is shown that (Conffes(H),⊆) is indeed a domain. The complete primes, that in the case of a pes where ⌊e⌋, it is
now ⌊e⌋C , showing that an event may have several histories, depending on the choice of its causes. It is trivial to observe
that a prime event structure P is also a flow event structure.
Flow event structure with simultaneous events. We now extend what developed for pes to obtain ess to the case of flow
event structures. The requirements posed on the set of simultaneous events are weakened, and moved to the notion of
configuration. We still need a notion of concurrent events that should be somehow global. Let H = ⟨E,≺,#⟩ be a fes, then
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e cof e′ iff¬(e # e′) and for all C ∈ Conffes(H) such that e ∈ C then there exists C ′ ∈ Conffes(H) such that e′ ∈ C ′ and C ⊆ C ′.
With cof (A)we denote the set of events such that ∀e, e′ ∈ A then e cof e′.
Definition 20. An flow event structures with simultaneity (fess) is the tuple L = ⟨E,≺,#, S⟩where
1. ⟨E,≺,#⟩ is a fes, and
2. S ⊆ 2 Efin is such that:
(a)

S = E,
(b) ∅ ∉ S, and
(c) ∀s ∈ S, if |s| > 1 then cof (s).
With respect to the notion of ess, we simply require that the sets of simultaneous events are made by concurrent events
and they include all the events of the fess. The notion of configurations changes accordingly.
Definition 21. Let L = ⟨E,≺,#, S⟩ be an ess. Then C ⊆ E is a configuration iff
• C is a configuration of ⟨E,≺,#⟩, and
• there exists a unique S ⊆ S such that S = C and ∀s, s′ ∈ S, s ∩ s′ = ∅ (unique coverability).
The set of configurations of a fess is denoted with Conffess(G).
Unique decomposability is now required by definition. The ordering on configurations induced by the presence of
simultaneous events slightly changes: let L be a fess, and let A, A′ ⊆ E be sets of events, we say that A′ extends A (written
A ⊑ A′), if A ⊆ A′, and A′ \ A ≠ ∅ implies that there exists a unique S ⊆ S such that S = A′ \ A and ∀s, s′ ∈ S. s ∩ s′ = ∅.
It is possible to prove the usual representation theorem (see the Appendix), stating that the configurations of an fess are
a coherent, prime algebraic and finitary domain.
Theorem 2. Let L be an ess. Then (Conf fess(L),⊑) is a domain.
6. Zero-safe causal nets and ess
In this section we show how to associate an ess to a zero-safe causal net, where simultaneity can be captured by suitable
transactions. We recall first a well known proposition relating causal nets to event structures [29].
Proposition 9. Let (B, E, F ,m) be a causal net. Then ⟨E, F∗,#⟩ is a pes.
When considering zero-safe causal nets, the problem is to find a way to characterize the simultaneous events among
those that are concurrent. A slice of a zero-safe causal net (B, E, F ,m, Z) is a subset A of conditions such that co(A) and there
exists a state X such thatmX = A. A stable slice is a slice that correspond to a stable reachable marking (as there is a state X
such that mX = A), hence it contains only stable conditions. A slice with some zero-safe conditions will be called unstable.
The notion of stable slice is not enough to capture the slices we are interested in, namely those corresponding to the stable
markings of a transaction firing sequence, as the following example shows. Consider the following zero-safe causal net:'&%$ !"#•s1 / e1 / 	
z1 / e2 / '&%$ !"#s3'&%$ !"#•s2 / e3 / 	
z2 / e4 / '&%$ !"#s4
clearly all the events in this causal net are part of a transaction (seeing the events using the zero-safe conditions as those
performing a commit). However the slice s1 and s4 is a stable slice (thus potentially a state of the system), but the point is
that it is not reached by executing a transaction (or a transaction sequence). The following definition establish which are
the states of a net we are interested in.
Definition 22. Let N be a ZS net. A stable state of N is any finite multiset X of transitions such that it is a state and mX is
reachable with a transaction firing sequence. The set of stable state is denoted with SX.
Among the concurrent events in a causal nets, we are interested in finding out what are the concurrent ones representing
the simultaneous ones, namely the events that are enabled at a suitable stable slices (a stable state) and are part of a
transaction.
Definition 23. Let C = (B, E, F ,m, Z) be a zero-safe causal net. We say that E ′ ⊆ E is a set of simultaneous events if co(E ′)
and there exists a stable state X such that mX [E ′⟩ . A set of events E ′ ⊆ E is said maximally simultaneous whenever it is
simultaneous and any other sets of events E ′′ containing properly E ′ is not simultaneous.
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Proposition 10. Let C be a ZS causal net and let A ⊆ B be a slice such that A = mX for a stable state. Then A is a stable slice.
We are now ready to state the relationship between ZS causal nets and ess. The simultaneous events here are the one
characterized in Definition 23 or singletons.
Theorem 3. Let (B, E, F ,m, Z) be a ZS causal net and let Es = {E ′ ⊆ E | E ′ is maximally simultaneous}. Then ⟨E, F∗,#, S⟩, where
S = Es ∪ {{e} | e ∉ ( Es)}, is an ess.
Proof. We check the condition posed on S in Definition 15. (a)

S = E holds trivially, as well as (b) ∅ ∉ S. (c) follows
from the fact that E ′ ∈ S it must be a maximally simultaneous set of events or a singleton. For (d), assume that there are
two maximally simultaneous set of events such that E ′ ⊆ E ′′. As co(E ′′), by maximality we have that E ′ ⊆ E ′′ cannot hold.
Finally consider two E ′, E ′′ ∈ S such that E ′ ∩ E ′′ ≠ ∅. Consider e′ ∈ E ′ \ E ′′ and e′′ ∈ E ′′ \ E ′. If¬(e′#e′′) the only possibility
is that e′ F∗ e′′ or vice versa. Assume e′ F∗ e′′, but this would contradict the fact that E ′′ is reached with a transaction firing
sequence. The other case is the same. 
7. Merged causal nets and fess
In the previous section we have shown how to associate an ess to a zero-safe causal net, we now adapt this construction
to the case of flow event structures with simultaneous events. Obviously it holds that to a casual net a flow event structure
is naturally associated (simply requiring that the irreflexivity of the causal relation).
Proposition 11. Let N = (B, E, F ,m) be a causal net. Then ⟨E, F+,#⟩ is a fes.
As merged unfoldings are occurrence nets, we rephrase the Definition 23 to take into account the new definition of set
of simultaneous events.
Definition 24. Let N = (S, T , F ,m, Z) be a ZS net, andM(U(N)) be its merged unfolding. We say that E ′ ⊆ E is a set of
simultaneous events if cof (E) and there exists a stable state X such that mX [E⟩ . A set of events E ′ ⊆ E is said maximally
simultaneouswhenever it is simultaneous and any other sets of events E ′′ containing properly E ′ is not simultaneous.
In this approach we prefer to derive conflicts from the causal net, rather then synthesizing them from the occurrence
nets and its states. We state the relationship between merged unfoldings and fess.
Theorem 4. Let N = (S, T , F ,m, Z) be a ZS net, U(N) = (B, E, F ′,m′, ZB) be its causal unfolding, M(U(N)) =
((Bˆ, Eˆ, Fˆ ′, mˆ′, ZˆBˆ), #ˆ) its merged unfolding, and let Es = {E ′ ⊆ Eˆ | E ′ is maximally simultaneous}. Then ⟨Eˆ,≺, #ˆ, S⟩, where
S = Es ∪ {{e} | e ∉ ( Es)} and e ≺ e′ iff e ∈ •(•e′) is a fess.
8. Frommembrane systems to Petri nets
In this section we associate to a membrane system a suitable zero-safe Petri net and then we show how evolutions in
membrane systems and those in the zero-safe nets are related.We follow closelywhat has been developed by Kleijn, Koutny
and Rozenberg in various papers [17,18,15,16], adapting it to our setting. To each rule we associate a transition (which are
indexed by the name of the rule and by the compartment), whereas places are associated to objects. In particular to each
object and eachmembranewe associate twoplaces, one of thembeing zero safe, connected by a transition consuming tokens
in the zero safe place and producing them in the other one (these transitions are denoted with th(a,i)). The zero safe places
are used to represent the second component of a partial configuration. The heating of a partial configuration is performed
by firing the transitions th(a,i), which can be done in a stable step. Finally, the number of tokens in a place gives the number
of objects in a membrane.
Definition 25. Let Π = (V , µ,w01, . . . , w0n, R1, . . . , Rn) be a P system, then we associate to it the structure F (Π) =
(S, T , F ,m, Z)where:
• S = V × ({1, . . . , n} × {nz, z}), Z = V × ({1, . . . , n} × {z}), and T = TR ∪ Th where TR = ni=1{t ri | r ∈ Ri} and
Th = {th(a,i) | a ∈ V and 1 ≤ i ≤ n},
• for all transitions t = t ri ∈ TR and all the places s ∈ S with r = u → v, we define
F(s, t) =

u(a) if s = (a, (i, nz))
0 otherwise
F(t, s) =

v((a, here)) if s = (a, (i, z))
v((a, out)) if j = father(i) and s = (a, (j, z))
v((a, inj)) if j ∈ children(i) and s = (a, (j, z))
0 otherwise
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Fig. 4. The ZS net corresponding to the membrane systemΠ0 of Section 3.
• for all transitions t = th(a,i) ∈ Th and all the places s ∈ S we define
F(s, t) =

1 if s = (a, (i, z))
0 otherwise
F(t, s) =

1 if s = (a, (i, nz))
0 otherwise
• m(s) =

wi(a) if s = (a, (i, nz))
0 otherwise.
As we said before, the main difference with respect to other approaches is that we add a zero safe place corresponding
to each object, playing the rôle of the second multiset in partial configurations (representing the objects produced while an
evolution step is going on), and correspondingly we introduce a number of transition to heat unstable marking to a stable
marking. As zero safe places are used to synchronize transitions, we believe that this is the appropriate notion to capture
the simultaneity in rule applications of membrane systems.
We illustrate the construction by showing what happens in the case of the rule belonging to the set or rules associated
to the membrane i, r = aa → (b, here)(c, out)(c, out)(a, inj) ∈ Ri, assuming that father(i) = k and that father(j) = i. We
draw only places and arcs associated to the transition associated to r which we denote with t ri :
. . .
'&%$ !"#(a, i, nz)
2 
tri
&NN
NNN
NNN
2xppp
ppp
pp	

(c, k, z)
	

(b, i, z)
	

(a, j, z)
. . .
The stable places (a, i, nz) correspond to the objects names in the membrane i (the names are of the membrane systems
are {a, b, c}), the transition corresponding to the rule (t ri ) consumes the two tokens from the place (a, i, nz) and produces
tokens in the zero safe places (c, k, z), (b, i, z) and (a, j, z). The tokens in the zero safe places are removed by the heating
transitions.
The following proposition states that the construction in Definition 25 gives indeed a ZS net. Inspecting Definition 25
suffices to prove it.
Proposition 12. LetΠ be a P system, then F (Π) is a ZS net.
The zero-safe net corresponding to the example in Section 3 is the one shown in Fig. 4.
An easy inspection of Definition 25 allows to prove the following proposition.
Proposition 13. LetΠ be a membrane system, and let F (Π) = (S, T , F ,m, Z) be the associated ZS net. Then •Z ∩ Z• = ∅ and
•Z ∪ Z• = T .
The proposition shed some light on the structure of the ZS nets associated to membrane systems: it says that the
transitions of the net associated to amembrane systems are partitioned into two disjoint subsets: the transitions consuming
tokens only from zero safe place and those producing tokens only in zero safe places, the former are the heating transitions
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whereas the latter are those corresponding to a rule of the membrane systems. Thus in the nets associated to membrane
systems the transitions consuming tokens from a stable place always produce tokens (if it is the case) in zero safe places,
whereas transitions consuming tokens from zero safe places produce tokens in stable ones.
Definition 26. Let Π be a P system, and F (Π) be the associated ZS net. Let C = ((w1, w1), . . . , (wn, wn)) be a partial
configuration. Then the corresponding marking, denoted with ν(C), is given, for all a and i, by ν(C)(a, (i, nz)) = wi(a) and
ν(C)(a, (i, z)) = wi(a).
With abuse of notation, given a configuration C = (w1, . . . , wn), we write ν(C) for ν((w1, 0), . . . , (wn, 0)).
Definition 27. LetΠ be a P system, and F (Π) be the associated ZS net. Let R⃗ = (Rˆ1, . . . , Rˆn) be a vector multi-rule. Then
the corresponding step, denoted with σ(R⃗), is defined as σ(R⃗)(t
r ji
i ) = Rˆi(r ji ) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and all r ji ∈ Ri.
Steps in membrane system and transactions in the corresponding net are related, as stated in the following propositions.
We first stress that maximality in steps of a membrane system, i.e., the requirement that all the applicable (instances of)
rules are actually applied, is achieved on the net level requiring the perfect enabling of the transitions associated to the rules
instances. Atomicity instead of takes into account the intuition that a step in amembrane system is accomplished onlywhen
a partial configuration is heated.
We show that the effect of a rule and the one of the application of the corresponding transition are related, and then
we prove that each unstable marking corresponding to a partial configuration can be heated to a stable marking. Finally we
prove that to a step in the membrane system a stable step (a transaction) in the ZS net corresponds.
Proposition 14. Let Π be a P system, and let F (Π) be the associated ZS net. Let C = ((w1, w1), . . . , (wn, wn)) be a partial
configuration and ν(C) the associated marking. If C
{r}i−→ C ′, then ν(C)(s) + F(t ri , s) − F(s, t ri ) = ν(C ′)(s) for all s ∈ S, where
t ri is the transition associated to r.
Proof. By construction of the ZS net associated to Π , it is obvious that ν(C) [t ri ⟩ and ν(C)(s) + F(t ri , s) − F(s, t ri ) =
ν(C ′)(s). 
The following proposition relates the heating defined on partial configurations to the execution of a suitable step in the
net associated to a membrane system.
Proposition 15. Let Π be a P system and let F (Π) be the associated ZS net. Let C = ((w1, w1), . . . , (wn, wn)) be a partial
configuration and ν(C) be the associated marking. Let Uheat be the step where Uheat(th(a,i)) = wi(a) for all a ∈ V and i. Then
ν(C) [Uheat⟩m′ = ν(heated(C)).
Proof. Obviously the step Uheat(th(a,i)) = wi(a) is enabled at ν(C). Consider now ν(C) [Uheat⟩m′, as Uheat empties the zero
safe places, moving the tokens in the corresponding stable place, we have thatm′ = ν(heated(C)). 
Proposition 16. Let Π be a P system, and let F (Π) be the associated ZS net. Let C = (w1, . . . , wn) be a configuration of Π
and ν(C) be the associated marking of F (Π). If C R⃗H⇒ C ′, then there exist two multisets U1 and U2 and a marking m′ such that
ν(C) [U1⟩m′ [U2⟩ ν(C ′), and U1 ⊕ U2 is a transaction.
Proof. Consider R⃗ = (R1, . . . ,Rn). For all rules r ji of the membrane systems, set URi(t r jii ) = Ri(r ji ) and set U1 = ni=1 URi ,
i.e., U1 = σ(R⃗). Consider the partial configuration γ ′ = ((0, w1), . . . , (0, wn)) of Proposition 1. Then, by Proposition 14, we
have that ν(C) [U1⟩ ν(γ ′). Consider now U2 as the multiset of transition defined as follows: U2(th(a,i)) = wi(a), for all a ∈ V
and i. By Proposition 15 we have that ν(γ ′) [U2⟩ ν(heated(γ ′)) = ν(C ′). It remain to show that U1 ⊕ U2 is a transaction.
Assume it is not. Then there exists a stable place (s, i, nz), such that ν(C)(s, i, nz)−t∈T U1(t) · F((s, i, nz), t) > 0. But this
would contradict the fact that γ ′ = ((0, w1), . . . , (0, wn)). Furthermore atomicity is always guaranteed. Consider a rule in
the membrane system which do not produce any object, say r = u → 0, and assume that it actually used in the step. If it is
the unique rule, then the heating on the net level is not needed and there is no intermediatemarking which is not stable. If it
not the unique rule, then other rules will produce tokens in zero safe places and the intermediate markings will be unstable
ones. 
It is worth to pinpoint that, in the net corresponding to a membrane system, the counterpart of the execution of a step
is a transaction which is divided in two stages: first all the transitions associated to rules (i.e., in TR) are executed, the U1 of
the proof of Proposition 16, and then the partial configuration is heated, the U2 of the proof of Proposition 16. U1 ⊕ U2 is a
stable step.
To a computation in amembrane systema transaction firing sequence corresponds in the associated zero-safe net. Thenet
mimics the possible computations of the membrane system, and the notion of transaction captures exactly the maximality
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in the application of rules at a given configuration. Looking at the transaction firing sequences, the corresponding evolutions
in the membrane system are obtained by forgetting the transitions emptying the zero safe places (the ones in Th).
Consider again the membrane systemΠ0 of Section 3. We have the following evolution (among others): the first micro
steps are (ab, 0)
{r1}−→ (b, b) {r3}−→ (0, bc) and then (0, bc) is heated yielding the configuration bc. The second micro step
could be ((bc, 0))
{r3}−→ (b, c) {r4}−→ (0, bc). Thus we have (ab) {r1, r3}H⇒ (bc) {r3, r4}H⇒ H⇒(ab). To these micro steps, in the net
associated to Π , we have the firing of the corresponding transitions (t r11 , t
r3
1 , t
r3
1 , t
r4
1 and the heating ones). Furthermore
t r11 , t
r3
1 , t
h
(b,1), t
h
(c,1) is a transaction, as well as t
r3
1 , t
r4
1 , t
h
(a,1), t
h
(b,1), which are the two steps in the net above.
Using the Propositions 14–16 we have the following theorem.
Theorem 5. LetΠ be a P system, and let F (Π) be the associated ZS net. Let C be a reachable configuration ofΠ . Then ν(C) is a
reachable stable marking of F (Π). Furthermore ν(C) is reachable with a transaction firing sequence.
Given a membrane system Π , is C is a reachable configuration then C0 |HR⃗⇒ C for some R⃗. The above theorem can be
then specialized to relate R⃗ to a state of the associated net F (Π).
Theorem 6. LetΠ be a P system, and letF (Π) be the associated ZS net. Let C0 |HR⃗⇒ C. Then there exists a state X ofF (Π) such
that mX = ν(C) and X(t) = σ(R⃗)(t) for all t ∈ TR.
Proof. As C0 |HR⃗⇒ C , there exists a reaction sequence C0 R1H⇒ C1 R2H⇒ . . . Cn−1 RnH⇒ Cn = C . By Theorem 5 to this
sequence a transaction firing sequence corresponds, and to each step Ci−1
RiH⇒ Ci the transaction ν(Ci−1 {[σ(Ri)⊕ U i2⟩ ν(Ci)
is associated, where U i2 is the multiset of the heating transitions to be performed at this step (Proposition 16). Clearly there
is a state X of F (Π) such that X(t) = σ(R⃗)(t) for all t ∈ TR, andmX = ν(C). 
The converse of Theorem 5 holds as well, when we consider transaction firing sequences.
Proposition 17. Let Π be a P system, and let F (Π) be the associated ZS net. Let C = (w1, . . . , wn) be a configuration and
ν(C) be the associated marking. Let ν(C) [U⟩m′ be a transaction. Then there exists a vector multi-rule R⃗ = (R1, . . . ,Rn) such that
C R⃗H⇒ C ′ using R⃗ and ν(C ′) = m′.
Proof. As U is a transaction, we have that ∀s ∈ S \ Z it holds that ν(C)(s) = t∈T U(t) · F(s, t). As s are stable places, the
transitions consuming these tokens are clearly transitions associated to rules. Thus R⃗ = (R1, . . . ,Rn) such thatRi(r) = U(t ri )
is the vector multi-rule such that C R⃗H⇒ C ′ and ν(C ′) = m′. 
We can state the following theorems (the parallel of Theorems 5 and 6).
Theorem 7. Let Π be a P system, and let F (Π) be the associated ZS net. Let m be a stable marking of F (Π) reachable with a
transaction firing sequence. Then there exists a reachable configuration C ofΠ such that ν(C) = m.
Theorem 8. Let Π be a P system, and let F (Π) be the associated ZS net. Let X be a state of F (Π) which is stable and reached
with a transaction firing sequence. Then there exists R⃗ ∈ R such that C0 |HR⃗⇒ C, mX = ν(C) and X(t) = σ(R⃗)(t) for all t ∈ TR.
Summing up, we have seen that to each membrane system it is possible to associate a zero-safe net and to the
computations of the membrane systems, stable step firing sequences of the net correspond. Furthermore, restricting our
attention to stable step firing sequences where each step is a transaction, we have seen that also the vice versa holds.
We point out a result (a corollary of Proposition 16) which will be useful later.
Corollary 1. Let Π be a P system, and let F (Π) be the associated ZS net. Let r be a rule of Π which is used in some step of the
computations ofΠ . Then t r (the associated transition) is enabled at some reachable stable marking.
We end this section introducing another simple example which we will use also in the next section.
Example. Consider the membrane systemΠ2 = ({a, b, c}, [ ], a, {r1 = a → bc, r2 = a → c, r3 = b → 0, r4 = c → 0}).
From the initial configuration (a) two configurations can be reached, namely (bc) and (c) (the first one by applying the
rule r1, and the second one by applying r2). From the first one the configuration (0) is reached applying the rules r3 and r4,
whereas from the second one the same configuration is reached applying the rule r4. The Fig. 5 shows the ZS net associated
(we omit the index of the membrane). We draw also the causal unfolding (Fig. 6(a)) and the merged unfolding (Fig. 6(b)) of
this net. Conditions and events are drawn with the associated label.
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Fig. 5. The ZS net corresponding to the membrane systemΠ2 .
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Fig. 6. The causal and merged unfoldings corresponding to the net in Fig. 5. The conditions labeled (c, z) and (c, nz) in (a) are merged in (b), as well as the
two occurrences of the events labeled t r4 and th(c) .
9. Event structures with simultaneity for membrane systems
In the previous section we have shown how ZS nets and membrane systems are related. In this section we establish how
suitable event structures semantics can be developed to model the computations of membrane systems capturing faithfully
the relations among rules applications we have categorized before (causality, conflict and simultaneity).
In the Sections 6 and 7 we have seen how to associate event structures with simultaneous events to the unfoldings
of a ZS net. In this section we apply these findings to the particular case of the zero-safe nets associated to membrane
systems.
Given a membrane system Π , the transaction associated to each reaction of Π in F (Π) has two main ‘‘components’’:
one if formed by the transitions associated to the rules and the other by the ones used to heat the unstable marking.
When associating a suitable event structure to the unfolding associated to a net we consider as worth to take into account
just the transitions (events) corresponding to rule applications, as the other are used just to heat the reached unstable
marking (they have, so to say, a technical nature). Thus, we restrict the events in the event structures associated to a causal
unfolding/merged process to these ones.
Causal unfolding and ess. The main result in Section 6 (Theorem 3) can be easily lifted to the unfoldings of the zero-safe net
associated to a membrane systems. As said before, the only difference is that here we focus on the events corresponding
to transitions associated to rules of the membrane system (thus the heating transitions are considered as unobservable,
as we have pointed out in the introduction). This means that we consider as events just those in the Es of Theorem 3
(Es = {E ′ ⊆ E | E ′ is maximally simultaneous}).
Proposition 18. LetΠ be a P system, and let F (Π) = (S, T , F ,m, Z) be the associated ZS net. LetU(F (Π)) = (B, E, F ,m, Z)
its causal unfolding. Then E(U(F (Π))) = ⟨ Es, F∗,#, S⟩, where S = Es, is a ess.
We show that indeed the event structure with simultaneous events E(U(F (Π))) precisely captures the computations
of the membrane system Π . Given a membrane system Π and the associated ess E(U(F (Π))), we say that a rule r in
Π and an event e of E(U(F (Π))) correspond when e is a transition of the unfolding which is mapped (via the folding
morphism) on the transition associated to r inF (Π) (hence corresponding to a rule instance). LetΠ be amembrane system
andU(F (Π))be its causal unfolding,with Eheat wedenote the events inU(F (Π))which aremappedon aheating transition
of F (Π).
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Fig. 7. Part of the causal unfolding of F (Π1).
Theorem 9. Let Π = (V , µ,w01, . . . , w0n, R1, . . . , Rn) be a P system, and let E(U(F (Π))) = ⟨E,≤,#, S⟩ be the associated
ess. Then the following hold:
1. if C0 |HR⃗⇒ C, then there exists a configuration X of E(U(F (Π))) corresponding to R⃗; and
2. if X is a configuration of E(U(F (Π))), then there exists a reachable configuration C of Π , that is reached using the rule
occurrences R⃗ corresponding to X (C0 |HR⇒ C).
Proof. 1. Assume that C is a reachable configuration of Π (C0 |HR⃗⇒ C), then ν(C) is a reachable marking of F (Π)
(Theorem5), and there ismarking inU(F (Π)) corresponding to it. Clearly thismarking is a stablemarking. Furthermore
there is a state X ′ of U(F (Π)) associated to the marking ν(C) of F (Π), and the marking mX of U(F (Π)) is reached
with a transaction firing sequence (Theorem 5). Then X = X ′ \ Eheat is a configuration of E(U(F (Π))) and the events in
X correspond to the rule occurrences in R⃗.
2. Assume that X is a configuration of E(U(F (Π))). By Proposition 5 we have that this configuration can be uniquely
decomposed in sets of events, and assume that the decomposition is E1, . . . , En (hence
n
i=1 Ei = X). These sets of
simultaneous events can be totally ordered (see the Appendix for details). W.l.o.g., we assume that Ei precedes Ei+1 in
this order. We show that to each Ei a step in the membrane system corresponds by induction on i. In particular we show
how to associate a transaction firing sequence to the configuration.
E1 is enabled at the initial marking m0 ofU(F (Π)), which is stable, and m0 [E1⟩m′1 which is such that only heating
transitions are enabled, and denote them with Eh1 . Obviously m0 {[E1 ⊕ Eh1⟩m1 is a transaction and it corresponds to a
transaction in the net F (Π), furthermorem1 [E2⟩ . Let Ehi the heating transitions used to heat the unstable markingsm′k,
with 1 ≤ k ≤ i. Thus m0 {[E1 ⊕ Eh1⟩m1 . . .mi−1 {[Ei ⊕ Ehi ⟩m is a transaction firing sequence, and m is then marking
reached by executing each all the steps Ek and heating the zero safe conditions produced by these transitions, with
1 ≤ k ≤ i
Clearlym [Ei+1⟩ and themarkingm′ obtained executing the events is Ei+1 (m [Ei+1⟩m′) can be heated with Ehi+1, hence
m {[Ei+1 ⊕ Ehi+1⟩mi+1 and thenm0 {[E1 ⊕ Eh1⟩m1 . . .mi−1 {[Ei ⊕ Ehi ⟩m {[Ei+1 ⊕ Ehi+1⟩mi+1 is a transaction firing sequence
and this concludes the induction. Take now the marking corresponding to the state X ⊕ Xh, where Xh are the heating
transitions corresponding to the objects produced by the rule occurrences in X , this is stable marking ofU(F (Π)), and
the corresponding stable marking in F (Π) is a reachable configuration of the membrane system Π (Theorem 7) and
thus X ⊕ Xh is a stable state ofU(F (Π)). 
This theorem not only establishes the fact that event structures with simultaneous events are an event based semantics
for membrane systems, but that also the sets of simultaneous events are the potential steps of the evolutions of the
membrane system. In the next section we will compare our event based semantics with other ones.
Consider the membrane system Π0. Its causal unfolding is partly shown in Fig. 7 (we adopt the following naming
convention: stable places have the name of the corresponding object and an index, and the events have the name of
the rule they are associated to and an index i (among parenthesis) indicating its i-th occurrence), and the stable states
are {(a, 1), (b, 1)}, {(c, 1), (b, 2)}, {(a, 2), (b, 2)}, {(a, 3), (b, 3)}, {(a, 3), (b, 4)}, {(c, 2), (b, 3)}, {(c, 2), (b, 4)}, and these
correspond to suitable configurations of the associated event structures where we have the following dependencies:
r1(1) ≤ r3(2), r1(1) ≤ r2(2), r2(1) ≤ r1(2), r3(1) ≤ r4(1), . . . , whereas the conflicting events are (looking just at the
depicted events) r2(1)#r3(1), r2(2) ≤ r3(2), r1(2) ≤ r4(1), r2(1) ≤ r4(1), r3(1) ≤ r1(2), . . . , and the simultaneous sets are:
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{r1(1), r2(1)}, {r1(1), r3(1)}, {r2(2), r1(2)}, {r2(2), r4(1)}, {r3(2), r1(2)}, {r3(2), r4(1)}. It is easy to see that the configuration
corresponding to, e.g., {(c, 2), (b, 3)}, is {r1(1), r2(1), r3(2), r1(2)}.
The drawback of the waywe have devised in Section 6 for associating an event structure to a causal net is that we have to
characterize the sets of simultaneous events on a semantic level, rather then a structural one. Dependencies and conflicts in
causal nets are characterized structurally, andwewould like to characterize structurally also the set of simultaneous events.
This cannot be done in general for zero-safe causal nets, but it can be done for those corresponding to the causal unfolding
of zero-safe nets associated to membrane systems.
We observe that the zero-safe causal nets which are causal unfoldings of a ZS net associate to a membrane systems are
such that if we have two stable conditions b and b′ such that bF+b′ then there exists a non stable condition z such that bF+x
and xF+b′. Furthermore each non stable condition is heated to a stable one. Thus to characterize stable slices corresponding
to stable states it is enough to look at the depth (in a net theoretical meaning) of the zero safe conditions: the idea is that
simultaneous events produce zero safe conditions which have the same distance from the initial marking.
Definition 28. Let (B, E, F ,m, Z) be a zero-safe causal net, and b ∈ B. The distance of b, denoted with dist(b) is defined as
follows:
dist(b) =

1 if b ∈ m
max{dist(b′) | b′ ∈ •(•b)} + 1 otherwise
This definition is slightly more general of what actually needed for our purpose, as it will be clear in the following. We
can show that the conditions of the stable slices associated to a stable state (of a zero-safe causal nets which is the causal
unfolding of a net associated to a membrane system) have the same distance.
Proposition 19. Let Π be a P system and U(F (Π)) be the causal unfolding of F (Π). Let X ∈ SX, then for all b, b′ ∈ mX if
holds that dist(b) = dist(b′).
Proof. If X = 0 then mX is the initial marking and the thesis holds. Assume that mX is reached with a transaction firing
sequence and all the conditions inmX have the same depth, say n. Assume thatmX {[U⟩m′. Then it is easy to see that∀b ∈ m′.
dist(b) = n+ 2, as between the two stable conditions there is a zero safe one. In fact, asmX {[U⟩m′ is a transaction, all the
stable conditions inmX are used, hence the thesis. 
Given a slice A, with a(A) we denote the slice •(•A). Consider now a stable slice A corresponding to a stable state X , i.e.,
X ∈ SX and A = mX . If X ≠ 0 then a(a(A)) is defined and it is a stable slice. Indeed we have shown that X without the
heating transitions (i.e., X \ Eheat ) corresponds to a configuration in the event structure with simultaneous events and each
set of simultaneous events is a step in the computation on membrane systems. Then we can write X as X ′ ⊕ X ′′, where X ′′
is the last step in the transaction firing sequence leading tomX , andmX ′ = a(a(A)).
Proposition 20. LetΠ be a P system andU(F (Π)) = (B, E, F ,m, Z) be the causal unfolding of F (Π). Let Eˆ ⊆ E such that •Eˆ
is a stable slice and ∀b, b′ ∈ •Eˆ. dist(b) = dist(b′). Then Eˆ is a set of simultaneous events.
Proof. Eˆ is a set of simultaneous events if co(Eˆ), which is trivially true, and there exists a stable state X such that mX [E⟩ .
We then have to prove that •Eˆ such that ∀b, b′ ∈ •Eˆ. dist(b) = dist(b′) is a marking corresponding to a stable state. By
induction on the depth. If it is 1 then we have the thesis. Assume it holds for n, and let us show that if dist(b) = n + 2 for
b ∈ •Eˆ, then •Eˆ is reached with a transaction firing sequence. Take a(a(•Eˆ)), by induction it is a stable slice that is reached
with a transaction firing sequence, hence all the conditions have depth n and the thesis follows. 
We can rephrase the Proposition 18 as follows, characterizing structurally the set of simultaneous events.
Proposition 21. LetΠ be a P system, and let F (Π) = (S, T , F ,m, Z) be the associated ZS net. LetU(F (Π)) = (B, E, F ,m, Z)
its causal unfolding. Then E(U(F (Π))) = ⟨E, F∗,#, S⟩, where E = {e ∈ E | •e ∈ B \ Z} and S = {E ′ ⊆ E | ∀b, b′ ∈ •(E ′).
dist(b) = dist(b′) and •(E ′) is a stable slice}, is a ess.
Example. Consider the membrane system Π2 of the previous section, then the ess associated to the causal unfolding in
Fig. 6 (a) has the following events (for each one we indicate also to which rule it corresponds): e1 (r1), e2 (r2), e3 (r3), e4 (r4),
e5 (r4). Causality is as follows (we do not indicate the reflexive pairs): e1 ≤ e3, e1 ≤ e4 and e2 ≤ e5, whereas the conflict
are e1 # e2, e3 # e2 and e4 # e5, and finally the sets of simultaneous events are {e1}, {e2}, {e3, e4} and {e5}. The configuration
corresponding to executing first r1 and then r3 and r4 simultaneously is then {e1, e3, e4}.
Merged unfolding and fess. The results in Section 7 are applied, again focusing on the events corresponding to transitions
associated to rules of the membrane system (the heating transitions are unobservable).
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Fig. 8. Part of the merged process of F (Π1).
Proposition 22. Let Π be a P system, and let F (Π) = (S, T , F , m, Z) be the associated ZS net. Let M(U(F (Π))) =
((Bˆ, Eˆ, Fˆ ′, mˆ, ZˆBˆ), #ˆ) be its merged unfolding. Let Es be the set {e ∈ Eˆ | •e ∈ Bˆ \ ZˆBˆ}. Then Eflow(M(U(F (Π))))) = ⟨Es,≺,#, S⟩
is a fess, where
• e ≺ e′ iff there exists an event e′′ ∉ Es and e ∈ •(•(e′′)) and e ∈ ((e′′)•)• and
• S = {E ′ ⊆ Es | E ′ is maximally simultaneous set of events}.
Proof. It is enough to observe that≺ is clearly irreflexive. 
Consider again the membrane system Π0. Its merged unfolding is partly shown in Fig. 8, and the stable states are
{(a, 1), (b, 1)}, {(c, 1), (b, 2)}, {(a, 2), (b, 2)}, {(a, 3), (b, 3)}, {(a, 3), (b, 4)}, {(c, 2), (b, 3)}, and these correspond to suitable
configurations of the associated flow event structures where we have the following dependencies: r1(1) ≺ r3(2), r1(1) ≺
r2(2), r2(1) ≺ r1(2), r3(1) ≺ r4(1), . . . ,whereas the conflicting events are (looking just at the depicted events) r2(1)#r3(1),
r2(2) ≤ r3(2), r1(2) ≤ r4(1), r2(1) ≤ r4(1), r3(1) ≤ r1(2), . . . , and the simultaneous sets are: {r1(1), r2(1)}, {r1(1), r3(1)},
{r2(2), r1(2)}, {r2(2), r4(1)}, {r3(2), r1(2)}, {r3(2), r4(1)}. It is again easy to see that the configuration corresponding to, e.g.,
{(c, 2), (b, 3)}, is {r1(1), r2(1), r3(2), r1(2)}.
We show that indeed flow event structure with simultaneous events again captures computations of the corresponding
membrane system.
Theorem 10. Let Π = (V , µ,w01, . . . , w0n, R1, . . . , Rn) be a P system, and let Eflow(M(U(F (Π))))) = ⟨Es,≺,#, S⟩ be the
associated fess. Then the followings hold:
1. if C0 |HR⇒ C, then there exists a configuration X of Eflow(M(U(F (Π))))) corresponding to R⃗; and
2. if X is a configuration of Eflow(M(U(F (Π))))), then there exists a reachable configuration C of Π , that is reached using the
rule occurrences R⃗ corresponding to X (C0 |HR⇒ C).
Proof. 1. To each reachable configuration ofΠ a state ofU(F (Π)), and to this state a state inM(U(F (Π)))) corresponds.
Hence the thesis.
2. To a configuration in Eflow(M(U(F (Π))))) a state inM(U(F (Π)))) corresponds. Againwe use the fact that to this state,
a state inU(F (Π))) is associated. Hence the thesis. 
Again this theorem simply establish that reachable configurations correspond to reachable stable markings and that to
stable marking reached with a transaction sequence, but now the dependencies captured are those corresponding to the
collective tokens philosophy.
Example. Consider again themembrane systemΠ2 of the previous section, then the fess associated to themerged unfolding
in Fig. 6(b) has the following events (for each one we indicate also to which rule it corresponds): e1 (r1), e2 (r2), e3 (r3), e4
(r4). The flow relation is e1 ≺ e3, e2 ≺ e4 and e1 ≺ e4, whereas the conflict are e1 # e2 and e3 # e2, and finally the sets of
simultaneous events are {e1}, {e2}, {e3, e4} and {e4}. The configuration corresponding to executing first r1 and then r3 and
r4 simultaneously is then {e1, e3, e4}, the other maximal configuration, corresponding to executing first r2 and then r4 is
{e2, e4}. The event e4 has two possible causes (which are in conflict), namely e1 and e2.
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10. Related works
We devote this section to compare our approach to other presented in literature and already cited.
Causal semantics. In [10], Busi has proposed the notion of partial configuration in order to be able to observe dependencies
among rules occurrence without associating to a membrane system a Petri net or any other concurrency model where
causality can be described. Partial configurations are enriched by remembering, for each object occurrence, which rule
instance has generated it, basically creating a new, fresh name, for each rule instance. This decoration can then be used
to observe dependencies. Our approach owes a lot to the notion of partial configuration, and part of our results are rooted
in this. Indeed we lift the notion of partial configuration to the net level using zero-safe nets where, as already stressed, a
way to coordinate and synchronize transitions is already available.
Net semantics. Kleijn, Koutny and Rozenberg have proposed one of the first translation of membrane systems into Petri
nets (see [16] and quotations herein). In our opinion, there are some relevant differences with respect to our approach.
First, we use zero safeness in Petri nets to characterize in a more structural way the maximality in steps, by using the
notion of transaction which is easily definable on zero-safe nets (requiring the perfect enabling), and second, our notion of
causal unfolding allows us to characterize steps just counting the distance from the initial marking, thus the correspondence
among reachable configurations and suitable slice of the causal unfolding has no need of further notions like the barb-events
they have to introduce. Barb-events give some information about the existence of events that could have been chosen for
execution but were not, either because in conflict with some of the other events, or because they have not being executed
yet. In other words, barb-events signal potential executability of additional events.
In these approaches causality based of objects is not considered: to the best of our knowledge the application of the
notion of merged unfoldings in this setting is new.
Event based semantics. In associating events to happenings in membrane computing, one of the main problem is to identify
what events are. In our case, as well as in the approaches based on nets or on causal semantics, the association is
straightforward, though we can distinguish among the event triggering the change of state and the ones that in a finer
observation, coordinate to produce this effect. Differently, Ciobanu and Lucanu in [12] define the event as the execution
of a step, loosing the more detailed account it is possible to have in the other approaches. In [1] this notion of event is
refined by Agrigoroaiei and Ciobanu, and instead of requiring fresh names to distinguish among steps, the notion of history is
introduced. An event, corresponding to rules occurrences, is equippedwith thewhole history of the steps that have happened
previously. Causality is then defined as follows: among events in the same steps only if they are instances of the same rule
(hence the i-th occurrence depends on the previous ones within the step), and events belonging to different steps just when
one is a prefix of the other. The authors indeed observe that this notion is not fully satisfactory and they introduce another
definition for events, which now represent a multiset (with a singleton as support) of objects and the history that have
produced these objects. Causality on the level of events is again represented by the histories, but dependencies among rules
occurrences can be partially recovered, provided that rule produces objects that are different from the one it consumes. In
our approach an event is simply identified as a rule occurrence.Wedonot have to botherwith names, aswe construct it using
the net approach. Dependencies are then clearly identified, andwe stress that we are able to identify, either in the individual
perspective or in the collective one, also the simultaneity of concurrent events (even if they correspond to occurrences of
the same rule). Furthermore, when associating a domain to these event structures, we have that the change triggered by the
whole step is faithfully represented as a whole, which is not the case in the case that events are rule occurrences with the
history of [1].
11. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented two new notions of event structures, able to capture not only the causal dependencies
among rule occurrences of a membrane system, but also the simultaneity of the execution of rule occurrences in a step of
the membrane system computations. These notions are conservative extensions of the well know notion of prime event
structure and flow event structure respectively.
To easily findwhich are the simultaneous events,we translatemembrane systems in zero-safe nets, as these have a notion
of transaction capturing precisely when transitions enabled at a marking can happen in a single observable step, i.e., a step
which may hidden activities (in our case the heating transitions) but where the stable enabled transitions are executed all
together. To use smoothly this notion in our setting we have assumed that all the objects in membranes are used at each
step, and we said in the introduction that this assumption does not influence our results. As hinted in the introduction, we
see mainly two ways to cast our results to the general case. The first way is to introduce priorities in membrane systems as
well as suitable rules consuming and producing the same object in eachmembrane (a kind of idling) and assign to these new
rules a negligible priority (they are used just if no other rule can be used). This new membrane system calculate the same
function of the one without priorities and additional rules and it uses all the objects in each membrane at each step. In the
translation frommembrane systems and ZS nets we can carry easily priorities on the transitions corresponding to rules and
to the suitable new transitions consuming the objects left out, the latter kind of transitionwith a negligible priority. Together
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with perfect enabling it is then enough to require alsomaximality in priorities among the possible transactions (thus adding
a condition on priorities in the Definition 10). The unfolding constructions do not change3. This is in line with the Turing
equivalence ofmembrane systems and of netswith priorities.We illustrate this translationwith a simplemembrane system:
({a}, [1 ]1, aaa, {r = aa → a}). The unique rule applicable is r but in the translation of this membrane system into a ZS net
the perfect enabling is not fulfilled, hence r would not be a transaction. We can translate then this P system as follows:'&%$ !"#3•(a, nz)
:
::
::
::
2

th
(a)
A
tr

ta
 


	
(a, z)<^<<<<<<
introducing a transition ta (with a negligible priority, thus it is chosen only if instances of the transition t r are not any longer
applicable) which is basically an idling transition. Concerning the associated event structures, we clearly consider the idling
transitions as not observable, and in the case of ess this does not cause any problem (being causality in the causal unfolding
a partial order we still have the relevant information). On the contrary, some care have to be put in finding the relation ≺
on events in the case of fess. Here we have to consider the possibility that there is a chain of idling transitions between
two transitions corresponding to non idling rules. But this can be easily solved by finding these chains. Hence the relations
among events we are interested in modeling are properly modeled also in this case.
The second way is to change the perfect enabling condition of Definition 10 and require maximality rather than equality.
The whole treatment does not change in this case, at the price that we loose the structural characterization based on the
distance we have given in Proposition 20.
As we are really interested in understanding the relations among rules instances in membrane systems, we do believe
that the relation we have established among membrane systems and ZS nets allow to understand better which are the
dependencies and conflicts among rules occurrences, as well as which rules occurrences really contribute to a step. The nice
structural characterization we are able to obtain in the case of a causal unfolding (Proposition 20) does not carry smoothly
on merged unfolding, thus again in the approach where we equate somehow past histories we cannot directly look at the
net and establish which are the simultaneous events among the concurrent one. Wewill investigate on this in future works,
as well as on the relations with the 1-unfolding of Van Glabbek and Plotkin [13] and the relation with event automata [26],
whichwehave used in [27] to investigate on the non sequential semantics ofmembrane systemwith promoter and inhibitor.
Another future step regards the notion of simultaneity on the event structures level: here we have not put forward any
mean to deduce simultaneity from other relations (e.g., flow, causality or conflict), but we observe that the kind of event
structures studied in [26,2] and [25] could be used to characterize this notion, and this deserves further investigations.
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Appendix
Domains. A preordered or partially ordered set ⟨D,⊑⟩will be often denoted simply asD, by omitting the (pre)order relation.
Given an element x ∈ D, we write ↓ x to denote the set {y ∈ D | y ⊑ x}. Given a subset X ⊆ D, the least upper bound and
greatest lower bound of X , when they exist, are denoted by

X and
d
X , respectively. A subset X ⊆ D is compatible, written
↑ X , if there exists an upper bound d ∈ D for X (i.e., x ⊑ d for all x ∈ X). It is pairwise compatible if ↑ {x, y} (often written
x ↑ y) for all x, y ∈ X . A subset X ⊆ D is directed if any finite subset of X has an upper bound in X . The partial order D is
complete (cpo) if any directed subset of X has a least upper bound in D.
Let D be a cpo. Recall that an element e ∈ D is compact if for any directed set X ⊆ D, e ⊑  X implies e ⊑ x for some
x ∈ X . The set of compact elements of D is denoted by K(D).
Definition 29. A partial order D is called coherent (pairwise complete) if for all pairwise compatible X ⊆ D, there exists the
least upper bound

X of X in D.
A complete prime of D is an element p ∈ D such that, for any compatible X ⊆ D, if p ⊑  X then p ⊑ x for some x ∈ X .
The set of complete primes of D is denoted by Pr(D). The partial order D is called prime algebraic if for any element d ∈ D
3 As before, among all the possible computations that are represented in the unfoldings constructions, either the causal unfolding or themerged process,
we have to sort out which of them do correspond to executions of the membrane systems, hence to transaction firing sequence.
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we have d = ( ↓ d ∩ Pr(D)). The set ↓ d ∩ Pr(D) of complete primes of D below dwill be denoted Pr(d). We say that D is
finitary if for each compact element e ∈ K(D) the set ↓ e is finite.
Coherent, prime algebraic, finitary partial orders will be referred to as domains.
Being not expressible as the least upper bound of other elements, the complete primes of D can be seen as elementary
indivisible pieces of information (events). Thus prime algebraicity expresses the fact that any element can be obtained by
composing these elementary blocks of information.
Given a domain D and two distinct elements d ≠ d′ ∈ Dwe say that d is an immediate predecessor of d′, written d ≺ d′ if
d ⊑ d′ ∧ ∀d′′ ∈ D. (d ⊑ d′′ ⊑ d′ ⇒ d′′ = d ∨ d′′ = d′).
Moreover we write d ≼ d′ if d ≺ d′ or d = d′. According to the informal interpretation of domain elements sketched above,
d ≺ d′ intuitively means that d′ is obtained from d by adding a quantum of information.
Relating ess and domains. Herewe relate the new kind of event structure we have introduced and domains, by showing that
the configurations of an ess form a domain.
We start identifying the least upper bound and the greatest lower bound of compatible configurations.
Lemma 1. Let G = ⟨E,≤,#, S⟩ be an ess. Then
1. if A ⊆ Confess(G) is pairwise compatible, then

A = A, and
2. if C0 ↑ C1 then C0 ⊓ C1 = C0 ∩ C1.
Proof (Sketch). 1. We have to show that

A is a configuration. The only requirement we have to show is the coverability
of

A, knowing that each C ∈ A is coverable. Assume there is no S ⊆ S such that S is a partition of  A, hence
A ∉ Confess(G). As A is pairwise compatible, there must be a B ∈ Confess(G) such that ∀C ∈ A, C ⊆ B and
A ⊆ B. Clearly B is coverable, and from Proposition 5 we know that there is unique decomposition of B, say SB, and
each decomposition of C ∈ A is contained in SB. As there is no decomposition of A, then there is an event e ∈ B \ A,
and an event e′ ∈  A such that, for some s ∈ SB e, e′ ∈ s. But as e′ ∈  A then e′ ∈ C for some C ∈ A, hence also e ∈ C
because of the uniqueness of the coverability, contradicting the assumption that e ∉ A.
2. It follows from the compatibility and the unique coverability. 
An event e can be added to a configuration provided that all the events which are simultaneous with e can be added,
hence an event may have different histories, as each event may belong to various sets of simultaneous events. Recall the
second example we have discussed at the beginning of this section, the event e5 is simultaneous either with e2 or with e4.
Thus it can happen in two different histories.
Given an ess G = ⟨E,≤,#, S⟩ and s, s′ ∈ S, we say that s precedes s′, denoted with s b s′ if there exists e ∈ s and e′ ∈ s′
such that e ≤ e′. With bˆ we denote the transitive and reflexive closure of b. Let s ∈ S, with ⇓ s we denote the set As ⊆ S
defined as As = {s′ ∈ S | s′bˆs}. We can now formalize, for each event in an ess, what its possible histories are.
Definition 30. Let G be an ess and let e ∈ E. Given a configuration C ∈ Confees(G) such that e ∈ C , then the history of e in C
is defined as C[[e]] = ( ⇓ se) ∩ C , where se ∈ S is the such that e ∈ s. The set of possible histories of e, denoted by Hist(e),
is then defined as Hist(e) = {C[[e]] | C ∈ Confees(G) ∧ e ∈ C}.
With Hist(G)we denote the set of all possible histories of events in G, namely Hist(G) ={Hist(e) | e ∈ E}.
The intuition is that, in a possible history on an event ewith respect to a configuration C , we have to include all the events
belonging to C which are simultaneous. We state now some properties of the possible histories that will be useful later.
Lemma 2. Let G = ⟨E,≤,#, S⟩ be an ess. Then
1. if C ∈ Confees(G), then C[[e]] ∈ Confees(G) and C[[e]] ⊑ C, and
2. if C, C ′ ∈ Confees(G), C ↑ C ′ and e ∈ C ∩ C ′, then C[[e]] = C ′[[e]].
Proof. 1. Take C ∈ Confees(G). We have to show that C[[e]] is a configuration as well. Conflict-freeness is guaranteed by the
fact that ⇓ se is intersected with C . Consider e′ ∈ C[[e]], and assume that ⌊e′⌋ is not contained in C[[e]]. Then there is an
event, say e′′ ∈ ⌊e′⌋ such that e′′ ∉ ⌊e′⌋. But clearly e′ belongs to a set of simultaneous events, say se′ such that se′ bˆse and
e′′ belongs to a set of simultaneous events, say se′′ , and se′′ b se′ , hence se′′ bˆse and therefore se′′ ∈⇓ se. But then, as C is
left-closed, it must be that s′′ ∈ C[[e]], contradicting the assumption. Finally, coverability is guaranteed by the fact that
⇓ se contains all the possible sets of simultaneous events that are less than se, where less means that either preceded se
or precedes one of the set of simultaneous events that are less than se.
By the unique decomposition property of a configuration, we have that C[[e]] ⊑ C .
2. Consider C, C ′ ∈ Confees(G) such that C ↑ C ′. Then there exists C ′′ ∈ Confees(G) such that C ⊑ C ′′ and C ′ ⊑ C ′′. By the
unique decomposition property we have that C[[e]] = C ′[[e]], as C[[e]] ⊑ C ′′ and C ′[[e]] ⊑ C ′′. 
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We are now ready to identify which are the primes of the partial order Confees(G).
Lemma 3. Let G = ⟨E,≤,#, S⟩ be an ess. Then
1. for all configurations C ∈ Confees(G)
C =

{C ′ ∈ Hist(G) | C ′ ⊆ C} =

{C[[e]] | e ∈ C}
and
2. Pr(Confees(G)) = Hist(G) and Pr(C) = {C[[e]] | e ∈ C}.
Proof. 1. Consider C ∈ Confees(G), obviously
{C ′ ∈ Hist(G) | C ′ ⊆ C} = {C ′ ∈ Hist(G) | C ′ ⊆ C} ⊆ C , hence it is
enough to show that C ⊆{C ′ ∈ Hist(G) | C ′ ⊆ C} = {C ′ ∈ Hist(G) | C ′ ⊆ C}. Take any e ∈ C , by Lemma 2, we have
that C[[e]] ⊑ C , and e ∈ C[[e]], and as C[[e]] ∈ Hist(G)we have the thesis.
C ={C[[e]] | e ∈ C} can be proved similarly.
2. Take a set A of pairwise compatible configurations and an element in Hist(G), say C[[e]] such that C[[e]] ⊑  A =  A.
Then clearly e ∈ A and there must be a configuration in A, say Ce, containing it. Now C[[e]] = A[[e]] by Lemma 2, and
C[[e]] = Ce[[e]]which is contained in Ce. Hence C[[e]] is a complete prime.
Consider now C ∈ Pr(Confees(G)), then by the previous point we have that C =
{C ′ ∈ Hist(G) | C ′ ⊆ C} and, as C is
a complete prime, there exists a C ′ ∈ Hist(G), C ′ ⊆ C such that C ⊑ C ′. We can then conclude that C = C ′ ∈ Hist(G). 
We can now prove the following theorem, stating that the configurations of an ess are a coherent, prime algebraic and
finitary domain.
Theorem 11. Let G be an ess. Then (Confees(G),⊑) is a domain.
Proof (Sketch). Clearly Confees(G) is coherent (by Lemma 1). By Lemma 3 for any configuration C ∈ Confees(G)we have that
Pr(C) = {C[[e]] | e ∈ C} and C = {C[[e]] | e ∈ C}, therefore Confees(G) is prime algebraic. Finally it is also finitary as its
compact element are finite configurations. 
Relating fess and domains. The results and proofs for ess carry over fess, though a new definition of precedes is needed.
Lemma 4. Let L = ⟨E,≺,#, S⟩ be an ess. Then
1. if A ⊆ Conffess(L) is pairwise compatible, then

A = A, and
2. if C0 ↑ C1 then C0 ⊓ C1 = C0 ∩ C1.
Proof. The proof is almost the same of the one of Lemma 1. Concerning to point 1 we first observe that ∀C ∈ A, it holds
that C ⊑  A. Assuming now that  A has two coverability. But this is not possible as C ⊑  A and C ha a unique
coverability as well as

A\C . Furthermore A is conflict-free, locally left-closed, maximal and satisfies also the finiteness
of causes requirement. We claim it has a unique decomposition. As A are pairwise compatible, we have that

A ⊆  A.
Take e ∈ A \ A. As C ⊑ A and A \ C has a unique decomposition, emust belong to a set s ∈ Swhich cover A \ C
and s must contains other events, and among these at least one in

A. But then also e must be in

A, contradicting the
assumption. Hence

A = A. Point 2 follows as previously from the unique coverability property of configurations. 
We turn now our attention to the notion of precedence among sets of simultaneous events. Given a fess L = ⟨E,≺,#, S⟩
and s, s′ ∈ S, we say that s precedes s′, denoted with s bfl s′ if (a) there exists a configuration X ∈ Conffess(L) such that
s ∪ s′ ⊆ X , and (b) there are e ∈ s and e′ ∈ s′ such that e ≺ e′. With bˆfl we denote the transitive and reflexive closure of b.
Let s ∈ S, with ⇓fl s we denote the set As ⊆ S defined as As = {s′ ∈ S | s′bˆfls}. We formalize, for each event in a fess, what
its possible histories are.
Definition 31. Let L be a fess and let e ∈ E. Given a configuration C ∈ Conffess(L) such that e ∈ C , then the history of e in
C is defined as C[[e]]fl = ( ⇓fl se) ∩ C , where se ∈ S is the such that e ∈ s. The set of possible histories of e, denoted by
Hist fl(e), is then defined as Hist fl(e) = {C[[e]]fl | C ∈ Conffess(L) ∧ e ∈ C}.
With Hist fl(L)we denote the set of all possible histories of events in L, namely Hist fl(L) ={Hist fl(e) | e ∈ E}.
The intuition is again that, in a possible history on an event e with respect to a configuration C , we have to include all
the events belonging to C which are simultaneous. The two technical lemmas proven before (Lemmas 2 and 3) have to be
restated, but essentially the proofs do not change, hence are omitted.
Lemma 5. Let L = ⟨E,≺,#, S⟩ be a fes. Then
1. if C ∈ Conf fess(L), then C[[e]] ∈ Conf fess(L) and C[[e]]fl ⊑ C, and
2. if C, C ′ ∈ Conf fess(L), C ↑ C ′ and e ∈ C ∩ C ′, then C[[e]]fl = C ′[[e]]fl.
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The primes of the partial order Conffess(L) and now defined as follows.
Lemma 6. Let L = ⟨E,≺,#, S⟩ be a fess. Then
1. for all configurations C ∈ Conf fess(L)
C =

{C ′ ∈ Hist fl(L) | C ′ ⊆ C} =

{C[[e]]fl | e ∈ C}
and
2. Pr(Conf fess(L)) = Hist fl(L) and Pr(C) = {C[[e]]fl | e ∈ C}.
With Lemmas 5 and 6 we can again prove that the configurations of a fess are a coherent, prime algebraic and finitary
domain.
Theorem 12. Let L be an fes. Then (Conf fess(L),⊑) is a domain.
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